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ABSTRACT
Recent trends in miniaturisation have resulted in many of the more common
forms of mass spectrometer being madeavailable in reduced sizes. This is because
reduction in size of analyzers offers several advantages including lower
manufacturing costs, the possibility of operation at higher pressures (due to shorter
length of the ion mean free path), lower power consumption for RGA systems with
possibility of battery operation, the potential for the whole mass spectrometry
system (mass spectrometer and associated vacuum system) to be portable.
In this thesis the miniaturisation of a quadrupole mass spectrometer is
specifically considered. A major application area for such an instrumentis in the
field of residual gas analysis (RGA) and this is the principle application of the
portable QMS systems investigated. The problems of miniaturisation include the
need for improved ion source design and efficiency dueto the difficulty of coupling
ions into a miniature quadrupole massfilter (QMF).
Ion source simulation tools (CPO and SIMION) are compared and
evaluated. For the design of the miniature EI source, SIMION waspreferred. Stable
and controlled electron emission from carbon nanotubes wasachieved which allows
the possibility of a low power cold cathode source, however stable ion production
and optics proved to be problematic.
Smaller QMS systems require the use of specialist electronic control units
and the development of use of such an ECU is described. Alternative methods of
QMFrealisation are described including wire cut (EDM) and digital light
processing (DLP) to produce miniature hyperbolic form massfilters which were
then fabricated and tested. Tests using a portable commercial QMS system and
novel methodology for heliobacter pylori detection were successfully performed in
patient trials in conjunction with the Royal Liverpool University Hospital (RLUH).
Finally, conclusions and suggestions for future work and are made.
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Introduction
Residual Gas Analysis (RGA)is an analytical technique used for identifying
the gases present in vacuum systems and environments. The most commonly used
RGAis the quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS), though other forms of mass
spectrometer (e.g. magnetic sector instruments) are also used. Miniaturised
(including microengineered) versions of RGA’s have been developed in recent
years and are finding increased application in field conditions and in harsh
environments (e.g. spacecraft) where low power, low weight and portability are key
requirements.
The quadrupole mass spectrometer operates by creating a beam of ions from
samples of the gas being analysed. The resulting mixture of ions are then separated
into individual species through their charge-to-mass ratios. To accomplish these, a
typical QMShas three major parts, namely, an ionizer, a mass analyzer, and an ion
detector. The output of an QMSis a spectrum that showsthe relative intensities of
the various species present in the gas. This output is known as a massscan or mass
spectrum. An introduction to the QMSis given in Chapter 1 with a more detailed
description of operation (including mathematical description) is presented in
Chapter 3. The molecules of the gas being analysed in the RGAare ionised in the
ion source. Jonisation may be accomplished through a variety of different methods
and techniques. These are reviewed and comparedin Chapter1.
Simulation of component parts of the RGA is extremely important and in
Chapter 2, two commercial simulation packages are investigated: SIMION and
CPO. The two packages investigated use two different methods to calculate ion
trajectories under the influence ofelectrostatic and electromagnetic fields and they
can be applied to ion sources, ion traps and RF quadrupole massfilters. SIMION
uses the Finite Difference Method (FDM) while CPO uses the Boundary Element
Method (BEM). The mathematics underlying FDM and BEM are described in
Chapter 2. Both programs where used to obtain ion trajectories of a single trapped
ion in an endcapion trap, these trajectories are then used to calculate ion secular
frequencies which are compared to previously measured (and published) values and
thus allow evaluation of the packages. Using the SIMION package a 4 plate
electron impact (EI) ion source suitable for coupling to a miniature QMS was
designed, optimised andtested.
Chapter 3 introduces the Quadrupole Mass Filter (QMF) and explains its
operation and the underlying mathematical equations used to describe
electromagnetic fields produced in the ideal (hyperbolic field) case. Ion stability
within QMFis discussed in terms of the Mathieu Stability Diagram and howthis
relates to instrument sensitivity and resolution. An in-house custom software
simulation program (QMS2-Hyperbolic) was used to simulate ion trajectories in a
QMF, and to further optimise ion source design for highest resolution and
transmission. The 4 plate ion source designed in Chapter 2 was coupled to a
miniature hyperbolic QMFconstructed using Electro Discharge Machining (EDM)
and a second QMFthat was constructed using Digital Light Processing (DLP).
Mass spectra from QMS instruments constructed using these two novel QMF
assemblies are described.
In Chapter 4 a novel method of electron emission using deposited Carbon
nanotubes is investigated. This method has the potential to replace an electron
impact ion source with a cold cathode source which operates at lower power andis
thus to be preferred for miniature and/or field portable RGAs. The results obtained
and problemsentailed with this approach are described.
In Chapter, 5 a commercially available portable QMS RGA system used for
a novel medical application is described and documented. The tests were conducted
on a numberofpatients at the Royal Liverpool University Hospital over a period of
4 months from August 2007. The RGAis used to detect Helicobacter pylori, a
microaerophilic bacterium that inhabits various areas of the stomach and duodenum
andis indicative of the presence of a gastric or duodenalulcer.
Discussion of the results obtained and conclusions drawn are undertaken
throughout the thesis but these are brought together and summarised in Chapter 6
and some suggestions for further work and study are made.A list of the publications
arising from or in conjunction to the work described is included. Finally a
comprehensive set of appendices giving further details of the electronics and
computer programsusedis also provided.
Chapter 1
Mass Spectrometry
1.1 Introduction to Mass Spectrometry
Mass spectrometry is an analytical technique, widely used in chemistry,
biochemistry, physics and the medical field. It operates by separating atomic and
molecular ions according to their mass-to-charge ratios (m/z). The mass of an ion m
is usually given in Daltons (Da) or atomic mass units (amu), where 1 Da = | amu =
1. 6605402 x 10°’ kg. The total charge of an ion q is expressed by the formula q =
ze, where z represents the numberof electron charges of an ion ande is the electron
charge (e = 1.60217653x 107? C) [1].
A mass spectrometer consists of four main components, whichare:
1. Inlet — allows atoms and molecules from the sample to enter the ionisation
source.
2. Ion source — creates atomic and/or molecularions.
3. Mass analyser or filter — for separation of ions according their mass-to-
chargeratio.
4. Detector — detects the quantity of ions passing through the mass
spectrometer, usually by measuring the ion current at a given mass/charge
ratio.
The sample to be analysed is introduced via a suitable inlet into the ion
source. The ion source then creates ions from the neutral atoms of the sample using
different methods of ionisation. Commonly used ionisation methods are: electron
impact (EI) ionisation, chemical ionisation (CI), electrospray ionisation (ESI),
capacitively coupled plasma (CCP), and inductively coupled plasma (ICP).
After the ions have been created in the source they are injected into the mass
analyser where the ions are separated according to their mass-to-charge ratios using
one of the following methods: electric field, magnetic field or time of flight
necessary for a given ion to pass a certain distance. Since the pioneering work of
Paul [2], the quadrupole massfilter (QMF) is widely used and separates ions based
on their mass-to-chargeratios (m/z) andthestability of the trajectories in an applied
radio-frequency (RF) and DCelectromagnetic field. A review of quadrupole mass
spectrometry up to 1976 is given by Dawson and this still provides a standard
reference text [3]. A survey of quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometry to 2005 is
provided by Wineforder[4]
The final step is the detection of ions successfully transmitted through the
mass filter. Commonly used methods to achieve this are: Faraday cups, electron
multipliers, and photon multipliers. In the case of Faraday detection each ion
passing through the massfilter produces a corresponding electron as it strikes the
detection plate which is usually configured in the form of a cup or bucket to aid ion
collection. In a multiplier detector, each ion passing through the massfilter strikes
and enters a channel electron multiplier (CEM). This is a hollow horn-shaped tube
madeof a proprietary semiconducting glass coating as shownin Figure 1.1
 
Figure 1.1: Channel Electron Multiplier (photo courtesy ofDetech Inc)
This type of multiplier uses a process known as secondary electron
emission. The surface of the device is coated with a material such that when ions
strike the surface secondary electrons are released. The number of secondary
electrons released depends on several factors, such as the type of ions, the angle at
whichthey strike the surface, their energy, and most importantly the characteristics
of the surface coating.
The secondary electrons are then accelerated through an electric field, which
is generated by applying a voltage of the correct polarity to the surface of the tube.
Theelectric field causes the secondary electrons to collide with the CEM tube walls,
and these electrons in turn cause further electron emission. The result is an
avalancheofelectronsat the collector which is responsible for the detector gain.
1.2 Comparison of ion sources
A goodreview of the manydifferent types of ion source is provided by Wolf
[5]. A description of those types of ion source which are most relevant to residual
gas analysis (RGA) and miniature QMSis given below.
1.2.1 Electron Impactionisation
Electron Ionization (EI) also known as electron impact ionization is one of
the oldest ionization methods and has been extensively studied [5, 6]. A schematic
diagram ofa typical EI source is shownin Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: Electron impactionization source
In a typical EI source an electrically heated filament(e.g. tungsten or thoria)
thermionically emits high energy electrons. Thermal electron emission from a metal
surface can be described by the Richardson-Dushman equation:
©J =CT’ -exp| -— 1.1r( =] (1.1)
whereJ is the current density of emitted electrons, C a constant (independentof the
filament material), T the temperature and ® the work function of the filament
material. The temperature of the filament is typically in the region of 2500 K. The
emitted electrons have a kinetic energy distribution of around 1-2eV due to the
filament temperature and the electrical potential applied to the heated filament.
Therefore after acceleration to 70eV the ionising electrons have a kinetic energy of
70 + leV. These high energy electrons are accelerated into the gas region inside the
cage and collide with the neutral (sample) gas molecules. Since the energy of these
electrons is greater than the binding energy of electrons in the neutral gas atoms
than on collision, electrons will be removed from the neutral gas, resulting in
positive ion formation. Usually the ion will be singly charged, but electron impact
with sufficient energy can also generate ions with multiple charges. Since the states
of electrons in an atom or molecule are to some extent correlated, the colliding or
outgoing electron can interact with further electrons and cause the removal of more
than one electron. The probability of multiple ionization, however, is usually only a
few percent comparedto single ionization, as shownin figure 1.3.
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Figure 1.3: lonisation ofArgon by electron impact as afunction ofincident electron
energy [7].
The cage within the ion sourceis at a positive potential with respect to the
filamentandit’s this potential which determines the energy of the ions produced
and subsequently enter the massfilter.
The numberof ions produced by electron impact ionization depends mainly
on the number and energy of the ionising electrons, the type and concentration
(pressure) of sample gas atom/molecules present. The ionization potential of each
gas species determines the minimum energy the bombarding electrons must have to
remove an outer electron. The ionisation cross section is a measure of the ionisation
probability, it may be thought of as an effective area of the atom or molecule in
which impact occurs. For example if an electron collides inside this area, ionisation
takes place, while for a collision outside this is not deemed to be the case. The
resulting ion current may begiven by:
i =i -I-s-p, [A] (1.2)
where
i = Electron (emission) current [A]
I = Meanfree path of the electrons [cm]
s = Differential ionization of the gas [cm: mbar|
P, = Partial pressure of species k [mbar]
It can be seen from Figure 1.3 that the cross section for single ionisation
begins at 15.7eV increases up to a value around S50eV and then decreases. This
curve represents the ionisation efficiency as a function of the collision energy andis
called an ion yield curve. The ionisation cross section at 50eV roughly corresponds
to the actual geometrical cross section of the molecule.
The decrease at higher energy is simply a consequenceof the fact that the
energy of the primary electrons differs from the energy of the outer electrons in the
target, resulting in a less effective interaction. Most molecules have maximum
ionisation cross sections near 50-55eV. For that reason most EI sources usually
operate at 65-70eV electron impact energy. Typical EI sources operate in the
pressure range 10™ to 10°'° mbar andcan produce ion currents in the order of ImA
of ion current at operating powers of less than 10W. They are widely used in
residual gas analysers (RGA) and QMS,and quadrupole ion trap instruments.
1.2.2 Plasma ion sources
1.2.2.1 Capacitively coupled ion sources
In a capacitively coupled ion source a plasma of ionized gas is excited and
sustained by applying an RF voltage between the two electrodes. The term
capacitively coupled plasma comes from the way the energy is coupled into the
plasma. The plasma forms "sheaths", regions of very low electron density near solid
surfaces. The RF voltage appears mostly across these sheaths as if they were the
dielectric region of a capacitor, with the electrode and the plasma forming the two
plates [8-9].
  P,~~(dark space)
—
Figure 1.4: Capacitively coupledplasma schematic [9].
To sustain the plasma, electrons must be generated at a rate which is large
enough to offset the loss of electrons to the chamber walls, recombination with
positive ions and/or electron attachment reactions. Another mechanism which
generates electrons is bombardmentof the electrode surfaces by energetic particles
(ions or electrons), which causes high energy secondary electrons to be ejected back
into the plasma[9].
The system pressure is typically between about 0.133 mbar and 13.3 mbar.
The electrode "gap" is an important parameter; it varies from about 0.5 cm to 10
cm, generally getting smaller for higher pressure operation. Typical gaps are a few
hundred times the mean free path, so electrons undergo manycollisions but do not
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have timeto transfer their energy to the neutral gas. However, practical limitations
on chambersize generally lead to increasing ratios, and "hotter" plasmas at higher
pressures[10].
The voltage necessary to initiate a discharge is a function of the product of
the spacing between electrodes and the pressure (Paschen's Law) [11]. The law
essentially states that at higher pressures (above a few mbar) the breakdown
characteristics of a gap are a non linear function of the product of the gas pressure
and the gap length, usually written as V= f(pd), where p is the pressure and is the
gap distance. Extensive additional experiments for different materials, lower
pressures, different gases and a variety of electrode shapes have been carried out.
The Paschen curve in air for two flat parallel copper electrodes for pressures
between 4x10mbar and 800 mbar is shown in Figure 1.5. As the pressure is
reduced below a few mbarthe curve of breakdown voltage versus pressure reaches
a minimum,andthen,as pressure is further reduced,rises steeply again.
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Figure 1.5: Paschen curve showing breakdownvoltagefor airfor a gap of2.54cm
versus pressure [11].
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At higher pressures, the discharge voltage increases, making it difficult to
start the plasma if the electrode spacing is large. At very low pressure (or more
properly pressure-distance product), there are too few collisions and electrons
traverse the chamber andstrike the walls without causing ionization. Again the
voltage for initiating the discharge increases. For typical chamber geometries, it is
very difficult to initiate a capacitive discharge at pressures less than 13-20 mbar,
though it is often possible to "strike" the discharge at higher pressure and then
operate at only a few mbar. This high breakdown voltage is exploited in making
dark space shields, grounded plates placed within a few mm of a powered electrode
to localize the plasma abovethe electrode [12].
The plasmais sustained by hot electrons which strike molecules to knock off
another electron, creating an ion. At very low frequencies (<10 KHz) the
mechanism for creating these hot electrons is very similar to that operating in DC
plasmas, where the large sheath voltage present at the cathode accelerates the
secondary electrons, which gain enough energy to ionize molecules in the plasma.
This is an inefficient process since very large sheath voltages (400-700 V) are
required, and much of the electron energy is dissipated in non-ionizing collisions
[12].
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Figure 1.6: Diagram showingplasma sheath [12].
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As frequency increases into the MHz range, two new mechanisms for
transferring energy to electrons become important. First, the change in sheath sizes
with each RF cycle requires that charge move back and forth through the plasma,
therefore a displacement current flow must exist. This displacement current, like
any other current, encounters someresistance as it flows in the plasma, and leads to
a voltage and thus heat dissipation. Since the current is proportional to frequency,
and the poweris proportional to the square of the current, the amount of power
dissipated scales as the square of the frequency [12].
1.2.2.2 Inductively coupled plasma
Whena solenoidal coil is wrapped arounda dielectric chamber(e.g. a quartz
tube), and an RF voltage is applied, the current flow in the coil generates a magnetic
field in the vertical (z) direction:
+ CyrSFtoaS By
Figure 1.7: Inductively coupledplasma source [12].
x=
This time-varying magnetic field creates a time-varying azimuthal electric
field (wrapping around the axis of the solenoid). The field strength is proportional
to the radial distance and the frequency.
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The azimuthal electric field induces a circumferential current in the plasma.
The electrons thereby accelerated gain energy, creating enough hot electrons to
create and sustain plasma through ionization [13-15].
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Figure 1.8: Field lines ofan inductively coupledplasma source [12]
Once the plasma forms, the magnetic fields are screened by the induced
currents, just as in a metal, in operation, the magnetic field penetrates into the
chamber to a depth determined by the magnetic skin depth, which is in turn set by
the plasma conductivity and thus by the plasmadensity and the pressure [16].
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Figure 1.9: Inductively coupledplasma (ICP) torch [16].
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The ICP plasma torch consists of three concentric quartz tubes; the outer
tube, middle tube and sample injector. The torch can either be one piece with all
three tubes connected, or it can be a demountable design in which the tubes and the
sample injector are separate. In order to prevent short-circuiting as well as
meltdown the plasmais insulated from the quartz tubes by the continuous flow of
gases through the system.
The outer gas, normally Argon or Nitrogen flows between the outer and
middle tubes at a rate of 12-17 L/min,this gas is used to maintain the plasma and
thermally isolate the plasma from the outer tube. A second gas flow passes between
the middle tube and the sample injectorat rate of 1 L/min,this is called the auxiliary
gas flow, and its purposeis to change the position of the base of the plasmarelative
to the tube and the injector. A third gas flows inside the sample injector also at a
rate of 1 L/min,this flow carries the sample, in the form of a fine-droplet aerosol to
the centre of the plasma [17, 18].
A spiral flow of argon gas is directed between the outer and middle tube of
ICP quartz torch. A load coil, usually copper, surrounds the top end of the torch and
is connected to a radio frequency generator. When RF power(typically 750—1500
W, depending on the sample) is applied to the load coil, an alternating current
oscillates within the coil at a rate corresponding to the frequency of the generator. In
most ICP generators this frequency is either 27 or 40 MHz. This RFoscillation of
the current in the coil produces an intense electromagnetic field at the top of the
torch.
Initially, in an ICP system there are no free electrons to respond to the
induced electric field so a high voltage spark is applied to the gas, which causes
some electrons to be stripped from their argon atoms. These electrons are then
accelerated in the magnetic field and collide with other argon atoms and cause a
chain reaction where more argon atoms are ionized and more electrons are
produced, which forms the inductively coupled plasma discharge. The ICP
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discharge can then be sustained as long as the RF energy is continually transferred
to it through the inductive coupling process and the gas flow is maintained [17].
The more important consideration is the coupling efficiency of the RF
generator to the coil. The majority of modern solid-state RF generators are on the
order of 70-75% efficient. Some of the older vacuum tube—designed generators
were notoriously inefficient, experiencing more than a 50% power loss. Another
important criterion to consider is the way the matching network compensates for
changes in impedance produced by the sample matrix components. In older crystal-
controlled generators, this was usually done with servo driven capacitors. They
worked very well with most sample types, but because they were mechanical
devices, they struggled to compensate for very rapid impedance changes produced
by some samples. As a result, the plasma was easily extinguished, particularly
during aspiration of volatile organic solvents. These problems were partially
overcomebythe use of free-running RF generators, in which the matching network
wasbased onelectronic tuning of small changes in frequency brought about by the
sample solvent or matrix components. The major benefit of this approach wasthat
compensation for impedance changes was virtually instantaneous because there
were no moving parts. This allowed for the successful analysis of many sample
types that would probably have extinguished the plasma of a crystal-controlled
generator [15].
1.2.3 Cold cathode ion sources
Rather than using a cathode that is heated to induce thermionic emission of
electrons, a cold cathode source takes advantage of field emission which is a
mechanism for generating free electrons from a cold metallic (or semiconducting)
surface. If a sufficiently high field is applied then electrons can overcome the work
function of the cathode material and be extracted from their atomic orbitals and
emitted. An early form of mass spectrometer with a spark gap ion source has been
reported [21]. The spark was formed by both an RF and high voltage DC generated
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discharge. Cold cathode ion sources have also been used recently for low power
and/or miniature ion sources[19-20].
Such sources cannot operate if the ions generated by the cathode recombine
before reaching the anodetarget. If the mean-free path of the gas within the gauge is
smaller than the source dimensions, then the electrode current will essentially
vanish. A practical upper-boundto the operating pressure of such sourcesis of the
order of 107 mbar.
Similarly, cold cathode sources may be reluctant to start at very low
pressures (10° mbar). This because the near-absence of a gas makes it difficult to
establish an electrode current. Cold cathode electrodes are usually finely tapered to
facilitate the field emission of electrons. Many of the approaches to achievethis are
based on photolithography and micromachining fabrication in order to achieve the
desired electrode separation. Most are in the experimental stage and someare
proprietary. A recent method that is being explored is to fabricate arrays of
sharpenedsilicon whiskers that have been coated with diamond deposited by CVD
[19].
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Figure 1.10 Scanning Electron Micrograph ofa diamondcoatedsilicon whisker
(left) and schematic diagram ofa cold cathodeion source [19] (right).
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Close to the tips of the whiskers, electrons can be extracted from the
whiskers and currents greater than 1 pA/tip have been reported with a threshold
external electric field as low as 1.5 Vum". The whiskers have been grown in
random arrays or with regular spacing with separations from 16 to 100 pm.
The theoretical basis for electron emission from diamond in general and
from diamond-coated whiskers is still controversial. The negative electron affinity
of hydrogen-passivated diamond surfaces undoubtedly is important in reducing the
threshold field [19]. Other forms of carbon electrodes such as nanotubes, and
diamond-like carbon also show field emission behavior and this will be revisited in
a later chapter.
1.3 Miniaturisation of mass analyzers
Miniaturisation of mass analyzers is usually done by using
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)technology, which is mainly based on
semiconductor microengineering with metal deposits. Since complex electrode
geometries like hyperbolic cannot be machined at micro-scale using MEMS,
simpler geometries like cylindrical and planar are used to give an approximation to
the ideal hyperbolic field. One of the first miniature analyzers constructed using
MEMSwasa quadrupole massfilter (QMF) with cylindrical electrodes [22]. Other
successfully built miniature mass analyzers include time-of-flight mass filter [23]
and several types ofion traps: cylindrical micro ion traps that can easily form arrays
[24—26], rectilinear ion trap with planar electrodes [27] and halo ion trap [28]. The
final goal in much of this research is a reliable and fully integrated mass
spectrometer with all of its components built as one part. Significant progress has
already been madein that direction with building a time-of-flight mass spectrometer
ona chip [23].
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Chapter 2
Ion source simulation and modelling
2.1 Numerical modelling techniques
Twoandthree dimensional (2D and 3D) modelling of the ion sources used
in mass spectrometry and the modeling of the mass analyser itself requires
electrostatic field solving. In the absence of free charges the electrostatic field and
potential may be foundbysolution of the Laplace equation:
VE =0 (2.1)
whereE the electric field and ‘ V ’is the vector operator (‘del’) such that:
VE =0E/0x + 0E/ Ody + 0E/ Gz .The electric potential V may be obtained from the
field whichis given by:
E=-VV (2.2)
Although analytical solutions of the electric field from the Laplace equation
are possible in some cases [1], the vast majority of cases and designs used in
instruments require a numerical approach. This may be done to high accuracy using
Finite Difference Methods (FDM) and/or Finite Element Methods (FEM) [2].
FDMsapproximate the solutions to differential equations by replacing derivative
expressions with approximately equivalent difference quotients. The FDM method
is explained below.
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Consider a region of potential V as shownin figure 2.1:
 
Figure 2.1: Finite Difference Methodofelectrostaticfield analysis.
For point “a” midway between nodes0 and 1, provided h is small:
 
 
OV 1<1 2% -h) (2:3)
Similarly for point “c”’: ov a (r -V,)
ax| ho? ?
So that
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Similarly considering potentials along the y-axis:
ov
dy? =Sl(K-KMeV) 25)
oO
  
and substituting (2.4) and (2.5) in Laplace’s equation:
  OV ov 1BET ayeLPOMMe)(0 Va)4%)J=0
-.-4V,-V,-V,-V,-V,~0 and 2240, 414%). (2.6)
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Thus, if the potentials at V1, V2, V3 and V4 are known then VO may be
found by successive approximation. This formula is an example of a Finite
Difference Method (FDM), used here for potential (V) determination. Electric fields
may be found provided that the distance between adjacent nodes of the electrode
structure (X|-X2) is known, accordingto:
E= - AV/Ax = - (V2 — V1) / (K2 — x1). (2.7)
The differences between FEM and FDM are that the FDM is an
approximation to the differential equation; the FEM is an approximation to its
solution. The mostattractive feature of the FEM is its ability to handle complex
geometries (and boundaries) with relative ease. The mostattractive feature of FDM
is that it can be very easy to implement. A useful comparison of the two methodsis
given in reference[3].
Since the 1980’s the Boundary Element Method (BEM) has become
increasingly popular for solution of electromagnetic fields [4]. The BEM is highly
accurate and has unique advantages being well-suited to space-charge, cathode
problems and nano-structures in the presence of large electrodes. Adaptive surface
meshes can be reduced where accuracy is critical. This method is sometimes
referred to as the Surface Charge Method or the Integral Equation Method. The
BEM also simulates fine meshes and non-enclosed systems. Low-frequency
oscillations, such as in a quadrupole, may also be simulated.
Theprinciple of the BEM is simple. The method is based on the fact that in
a system of conducting electrodes, real charges appear on the surfaces of the
electrodes when potentials are applied to them. In the absence of leakages, these
charges will remain when the leads that have carried the applied voltages are
removed. These surface charges are then the sourcesofall the potentials and fields
in the system. In the BEM theelectrodes are effectively replaced by these charges.
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Consider for example an isolated conducting sphere of radius R.If it has a
potential V thenits total charge is:
q=(47&) RV, (2.8)
(in SI units) which is uniformly distributed on its surface, as illustrated in Figure
2.2.
 
Figure 2.2: Surface charges and externalfield ofan isolated conducting sphere.
The external potential @ and radial field E at a distance r from the centre of the
sphereare:
e)=q/(4ne0n; Er)=q/(4ne0r) (2.9)
The potential and field are due to the surface charges on the sphere. If the
sphere could be removed without disturbing the surface charges then the potential
and field would remain unchanged.
As stated above, the surface charges are the sourcesofall the potentials and
fields in any electrostatic system. If all the surface charges are knownthenall the
potentials and fields are also known. In the BEM the surface charges are deduced
from the potentials applied to a set of electrodes.
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2.2 Comparison of commercial field solvers: SIMION and CPO
SIMION [5] is a commercial software program for performing charged
particles optics simulations. It calculates 2D/3D electrostatic and certain magnetic
fields and calculates the trajectories of charged particles through those fields. Low
frequency (quasistatic) fields such as in the oscillating voltages on a quadrupole are
supported as well. Ion collision and other special effects can also be simulated.
SIMIONprovides a programming, visualization and data recording environment for
these simulations.
SIMION uses FDM with optimized over-relaxation and multimesh methods
to solve the Laplace equation. In order to calculate ion (ray) trajectories which are
variations in ion spatial position with time, SIMION uses Runge-Kutta to solve the
necessary ordinary differential equations (ODEs). A workbench strategy allows
multiple meshes or possibly different mesh size and symmetry to be used in the
same simulation. The user programming feature allows these methods to be
extended. Geometries can be defined via multiple methods. SIMION is thus
versatile and low cost. It is used widely for the design of mass spectrometer
components and lens systems. SIMION wasoriginally developed by David Dahlat
what is now Idaho National Labs and is now developed by Scientific Instrument
Services, Inc. (SIS).
The CPO (Charged Particle Optics) programs [6] use the BEM described
earlier and double precision to give the highest possible accuracy in solving the
main matrix equation. Results are usually accurate to better than 10°'°. In CPO the
electrodes are automatically dividedinto triangles or rectangles by the program. The
User choosesthe total number of segments, the maximum numberofwhich depends
on the memory space available to the User, and is typically 6000. The User also
choosesan ‘inaccuracylevel’ for the ray tracings(i.e. trajectory integrations). A low
level can be used forthe initial runs, to save time, and then the highest level for the
final runs. Techniques exist for extrapolating the final results to an infinite number
er
of segments and a zero ray inaccuracy. These techniques do not usually exist with
commercially available programs that use other methods
Which package to use in the design of a miniature ion source? For the
purposes of comparison these two simulation packages SIMION and CPO were
used to simulate the results obtained from an ion trap for which experimental details
(geometries) and ion oscillation frequencies were already published. The ion trap
wasused for experiments at the National Physical Laboratory in the UK. Since very
small numbers of ions were used in the experiments the effects of space charge
could be neglected. CPO and SIMION wereusedto solve the electrostatic fields for
the traps and calculate the ion secular frequencies which were then compared with
the published experimental values [7].
An ion in a RFfield will undergo oscillations at frequencies related to its
mass/chargeratio, the trap geometry and the applied RF excitation frequency. These
ion motional frequencies are normally called secular frequencies since ion
micromotion within a trap is very small compared to secular motion and its
influence can be neglected for high frequencies. The expression for angular secular
frequenciesis an algebraic progression andit is given by [8]:
uno -(nx4Jo, 0<n<o, (2.10a)
where n represents the frequency order, 2 is the angular frequency equal to 2zf and
f., is a trapping parameter, which determines the speed of ion motion and it is
defined with a, and q,, so that 0 < #, < 1 must hold. In order to obtain the exact
value of £,, a continued fraction in terms of a, and g, must be used. The fourth
order approximation for/,, is given by [9]:
1/22 4
Bu =lq (a, a Iq, _ (Sa, + 7)4, ; (2. 10b)
"24, -1)?—g,? 32(a, -1)°(a, 4) 
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The angular secular frequencyat n = 0 is:
o =—, 2.11u 2 ( )
and it is called the fundamental frequency, having the lowest value ofall orders and
the highest power spectrum.
The NPL ion trap shown in Figure 2.3a consists of two inner endcap
electrodes and two outer endcap electrodes concentric with inner ones. The outer
endcaps are movedbackto allow sufficient space for laser access.
To produce an ideal quadrupole field, equal RF voltages are applied to the
inner endcaps, while small DC voltages can be applied to the outer endcaps, which
are normally grounded. In effect, the inner endcaps confine ions in the axial (z)
direction, while the outer endcaps prevent ions from escaping in the radial (x,y)
direction. The equipotential lines in zx/zy planes produced using CPO are shown in
Figure 2.3b.
Inner, endcap   
 
Outer endcap
Figure 2.3a: NPL endcap trap model.
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 Figure 2.3b: Equipotential contours in zx(zy) planefor the NPL endcap trap
(above) calculated using CPO.
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Figure 2.4: Trajectories ofa *’Sr* ion with respect to time, trapped within the NPL
  Z position (mm) oO
endcap trap generated using CPO. The trap is driven with 245 VRMS at 15.936
MHz.
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If now an ion is injected into the trap (given a set of starting coordinates)
with a specific energy, then for a given set of applied voltages its trajectory can be
calculated by Runge-Kutta numerical solution of Newton’s second law (F =m d’u/
dt’) where u = x(t) or y (t). Individual coordinate plots (trajectories) with respect to
time are shownin Figure 2.4. lon micromotion is here clearly visible at the peaks of
the plots. It exists in all three dimensions due to an RF field from the inner endcaps
directly applied in the axial direction, which spreads to the outer endcaps and has
componentsin the radial direction.
Five sets of simulations were carried out with CPO and with SIMION using
the same voltages and conditions that had been previously used to obtain the
published experimental data. Figures 2.5 to 2.9 below show the individual
frequency responses (power spectra) determined from the Fourier transform of the
resulting ion trajectories for the five sets of parameters. The MATLABcodeused to
obtain the powerspectra is given in Appendix 2.1. The right hand graphs are simply
magnified versions of the left hand graphs so as to enable accurate determination of
the fundamental frequency from the ion secular frequency in each case.
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Figure 2.5: Set 1 Power spectra calculatedfrom ion trajectories with electric field
determined using SIMIONfor the NPL trap shown in Figure 2.3 Trap voltages Vrr= 199 V (rms) and Vpc = 2.12 V.
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Figure 2.6: Set 2 Power spectra calculatedfrom ion trajectories with electric field
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Figure 2.7: Set 3 Power spectra calculatedfrom ion trajectories with electric field
determined using SIMIONfor the NPL trap shown in Figure 2.3 Trap voltages Vrr
= 245 V (rms) and Vnc = 3.31 V.
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Figure 2.8: Set 4 Power spectra calculatedfrom ion trajectories with electric field
determined using SIMIONfor the NPL trap shown in Figure 2.3. Trap voltages Vrr
= 274 V (rms) and Vpc = 2.39 V.
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Figure 2.9: Set 5 Power spectra calculatedfrom ion trajectories with electric field
determined using SIMIONfor the NPL trap shown in Figure 2.3 Trap voltages Vpr
= 304 V (rms) and Vpc = 2.38 V.
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The results above are summarised in Table 2.1 (taken from reference [7])
and show that the secular frequencies calculated with both SIMION and CPO are
accurate to within 4% in every case with the published experimental secular
 
frequencies.
Secular Method 1st set 2nd set 3rd set 4th set 5th set
frequencies 199 V RMS 221 V RMS 245 V RMS 274 V RMS 304 V RMS
15.955 MHz 15.948 MHz 15.936 MHz 15.925 MHz 15.910 MHz
2.12 VDC 2.55 V DC 3.31 VDC 2.39 V DC 2.38 V DC
Osy/2T Experiment 1.395MHz  1.590MHz 1.800MHz ~—-1.980 MHz _—_—2.230 MHz
q@./27 Experiment 2.985 MHz 3.360 MHz 3.795 MHz 4.340 MHz 5.070 MHz
Oy/2T BEM 1.403 MHz ~=—-1.596MHz_ ~—s+1.789 MHz _~—s+'1.980 MHz _—s2.227 MHz
o,/2% BEM 2.939 MHz 3.265 MHz 3.767 MHz 4.281 MHz 4.960 MHz
@y,/2T FDM 1.441 MHz 1.606 MHz 1.791 MHz 1.988 MHz 2.213 MHz
o./27 FDM 2.879 MHz 3.247 MHz 3.668 MHz 4.261 MHz 4.946 MHz
 Table 2.1 Takenfrom reference [7] showing a comparison between experimental
data and secularfrequencies calculated using CPO (BEM) and SIMION (FDM).
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It can be seen from Table 2.1 that CPO is more accurate than SIMION,
however the simulation time for SIMION was more than an order of magnitude
faster (minutes compared to hours) for the same trap modelled in CPO. For this
reason, therefore, SIMION wasused to design and simulate the electron impact ion
source described in rest of this chapter and to determine optimum design and
operation conditions when coupled to a miniature QMS.
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2.3 Design of electron impact (EI) ion source for a miniature QMS
Some commercially obtained EI sources use 3-electrode plates to achieve
injection of ions into the mass analyser. For small aperture mass analyzers (e.g.
miniature QMS)it is important to achieve maximumextraction efficiency of ions
from the source so as to maximise the instrument sensitivity. The aim of this
investigation was to quantify the efficiency improvement obtained in using an EI
source with 4-electrode plates instead of 3. As part of this investigation, a numberof
different plate thicknesses and plate distances were also tested to determine the
optimum operating conditions.
Extracted ions
measured here
(entrance to
analyser)
Extract electrode plate 1    SRE
 
    HE LEESE EEE
Extract electrode plate 2
Earth electrode plate
Figure 2.10 Schematic diagram ofthe 4 electrode plate EI ion source simulated in
SIMION.
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The SIMION model used is shown in Figure 2.10, showing the ionisation
volume within the cage on the left hand side and extraction optics (2 extraction
electrode plates and an earth plate) on the right hand side. The grid spacing used for
the SIMIONsimulations was 0.05mm, with a cylindrical geometry assumed. A total
of 250 ion trajectories were simulated in each case originating from 5 different
locations (planes) within the ionisation volume (see Figure 2.14).
2.3.1 Variation of electrode plate thickness
The results shown in figures 2.10 to 2.12 below were obtained from
SIMIONusing three different plate thicknesses (0.1, 0.4, and 0.8mm). This test was
performed to determine if increasing the plate thicknesses would have a positive
effect on extraction efficiency and beam collimation. Further results can be seen in
Appendix 2.2.
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Figure 2.10: Variation ofnumberofextracted ions versus extract electrode
potentialsfor electrode plate thickness = 0.1mm.
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Figure 2.11: Variation ofnumberofextracted ions versus extract electrode
potentialsfor electrode plate thickness = 0.4mm.
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Figure 2.12: Variation ofnumberofextracted ions versus extract electrode
potentialsfor electrode plate thickness = 0.8mm.
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From the results, it can be seen that as the thicknesses of the plates are
increased the extraction efficiency (number of ions reaching the analyser) is also
increased. It is also clear from the results that the 0.8mm thick plate (Figure 2.12)
produced the best results in terms of number of ions extracted reaching to almost
100% of the ions being extracted across the range of extract electrode potentials.
Further results shown in Appendix 2.2 show the 3 different plate thicknesses plotted
on the same graph for multiple Extract 2 voltages.
2.3.2 Variation of individual plate thicknesses
The following results were obtained by varying the thickness of each of the
plates to determine if the increase in extraction efficiency seen with 0.8mm plates is
due to the cumulative effect of increasing the thickness ofall the plates, or if any
particular electrode plate is responsible for the increase in ion extraction efficiency.
Table 2.2 lists the 9 different plate thickness combinations used in the
simulation. The results are plotted in Figure 2.13, where each combination is
corresponds to the Index Number | to 9 shownonthetable below.
 
  
Cage (mm) Extract 1 (mm) Extract 2 (mm) Earth (mm) Index Number
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 1
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.4 2
0.1 0.1 0.1 0.8 3
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.1 4
0.1 0.1 0.8 0.1 5
0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1 6
0.1 0.8 0.1 0.1 7
0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 8
0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 9    
Table 2.2 Different combinations ofextract electrode plate thicknesses.
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Figure 2.13: Variation ofnumberofextracted ions versus extract electrode 1
potentialsfor varying electrodeplate thicknesses as per Table 2.2.
From Figure 2.13, it can be clearly seen that two of the combinations (index
number 8 and 9) have much higher extraction efficiencies than the rest of the
results. These two results correspondto the cage plate thickness variation, with cage
plates of 0.4mm and 0.8mm producing higher extraction efficiencies.
Figures 2.14 and 2.15 are screen shots that show the extracted ion rays
(trajectories) for the two combinations of plate thicknesses that produce the best
results (index numbers 8 and 9). The ion rays originate from 5 different locations
along the length of the ionization volumeas explained earlier. The simulation shows
that in both cases a good collimated beam of ions entering the mass analyser is
created, especially using the 0.8mm thick cage plate. The results for the other
combinations (Index Number| - 7) are shown in Appendix 2.3
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distance (d)
velocity (v)Transit time =         aCageplate
Figure 2.14: SIMION output showing ion trajectories (rays) and beam profile for
Index Number 8 of Table 2.2 (Cage = 0.4mm, Extract] = 0.lmm, Extract2 =
0.1mm, Earth = 0.1mm) with potentials: Cage = +5V Extract 1 = +4V Extract 2 =
-40V.
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Figure 2.15: SIMION output showing ion trajectories (rays) and beam profile for
Index Number 9 of Table 2.2 (Cage = 0.8mm, Extract] = 0.1mm, Extract2 =
0.1mm, Earth = 0.1mm) with potentials: Cage = +5V Extract 1 = +4V Extract 2 =
-40V.
2.3.3 Variation of distance between plates
The final simulation performed on this 4 plate ion source was to see the
effect of varying the distance between the electrode plates. The plate thickness was
kept constant at 0.8mm for all the plates in this test. The distances used were 0.5,
1.0, 1.5, and 3.0mm.Theresults are shown below in Figure 2.16.
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Figure 2.16: Variation ofnumberofextracted ions versus extract electrode 1
potentialfor varying distances between electrode plates. Extract 2=-40V.
From Figure 2.16 the only significant effect is seen when the distance
between plates is increased to 3.0mm andat this point there is a reduction in
extraction efficiency of between 10% to 24%, which varies depending upon the
voltage applied to Extract 2. However, even when the distance betweentheplates is
3.0mm there is only a significant drop in extraction efficiency when the voltage
applied to Extract 1 is in the range of 0V to -100V,andat these voltages the beam
produced is non ideal anyway since it is not collimated. Simulations were also
carried out with a 3-plate EI source. In general, the control of the extraction
efficiency was more difficult and although similar extraction efficiencies could be
obtained for certain voltage combinations the beam collimation was significantly
worse for the 3-plate source.
4]
 
2.3.4 Optimum design of 4-plate EI source
From the previous simulations, the optimum design of the 4 plate ion source
was foundto be: electrode plate distance D: 0.5 < D <1.0mm,cage electrode plate
thickness t = 0.8mm,extract/earth electrode plate thickness t=0.1mm, Extract 1
potential Vp; = 0 < Vp; < 4V,and Extract 2 potential Vp2= -20 < Vp2 < -60V. The
greater transit time of the thicker cage plates produced a more collimated beam of
ions. This can be seen by comparing figures 2.14 and 2.15 (above) with Appendix
2.3 Figure A, the distance “d” marked on figure 2.14 is the cage thickness, the
thicker this is the longer the transit time. Electrode plate separations of less than
1.0mm were foundto give the optimumresults in terms of beam collimation, due to
reduced beam spreading in the space betweentheplates.
2.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the theory underlying two numerical methods (FDM and
BEM) commonly used in electrostatic field solving has been explained and
compared. Two commercially available software packages SIMION and CPO have
been evaluated by comparing simulations with published experimental results
(secular frequencies) for the NPL endcap ion trap. Good agreementto the published
secular frequencies was obtained for both simulation packages with CPO being
more accurate, but this was at the expense of greatly increased computing
simulation times. SIMION was therefore deemed to be a better choice for design
and simulation of a miniature EI source. SIMION simulations of a 4-electrode plate
EI source allowed the best geometry and operating conditions to be determined.
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Chapter 3
The Quadrupole Mass Filter (QMF)
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter the theory of operation of the ideal Quadrupole MassFilter
(QMF)is developed from first principles and the governing equationsare presented.
The operation of a Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer (QMS)is reviewed and the QMS
simulation program (QMS-2H)used in the work in this thesis is explained. Using
QMS-2H the optimum exit aperture of a miniature ion source is obtained. Two
novel approaches are described for realisation of miniature hyperbolic form QMFs:
the first method considered uses Electrode Discharge Machining (EDM) to
construct the QMF. The second methodusesthe Digital Light Processing (DLP) to
construct the QMF. There follows an experimental section in which testing of QMS
instruments constructed using these novel QMFsis described. In the final part of the
chapter the experimental spectra for two novel types of QMS massfilter are
obtained andthe results are simulated theoretically using QMS-2H.
3.2 Theory of the QMF
Consider a three-dimensionalelectric field described by the potential variation:
2 2xy
(x,y,z) = o, (3.1)
0
This potential distribution satisfies the Laplace equation, andis invariant along the z
axis. For a particular value of @,, the equipotentials (lines of constant potential) in
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the xy plane are four rectangular hyperbolas with asymptotes at 45° to the Cartesian
axes, as indicated in the figure 3.1 below:
 
Figure 3.1: Equipotentials in the xy plane as described by equation 3.1
A potential distribution of this form may be set up by meansof 4 hyperbolic
electrodes in quadrupolar arrangement as shownin figure 3.2 or, more conveniently
and to a good approximation, by the use of cylindrical electrodes with the correct
spacing [1].
U+Veosot
 
Figure 3.2: Hyperbolic electrodes
Consider the motion of an ion of mass m and charge q, subjected to the
electric field given by equation (3.1):
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Following Dawson[1] we obtain three independentdifferential equations:
2
 
  
a <Jo,x=0dt mr,
d°y e= ®,y=0dt? (55) oY
a2 (3.2)dt’
If the axial velocity is constant on entering the QMF then there is no
acceleration along the z axis and the resulting motion in the x and y directions
dependson the variation with time ofthe potential ,.
For the QMF a combination of direct and alternating voltage is chosen as
shownin figure 3.2 such that:
®, =U -V cos(2zft) (3.3)
Substituting equation (3.3) into (3.2), the equation of motion for the ion then
becomes:
 a <_ |(u-ro0s(20,8))x=0
  
mr,
d’y e _i -[-5(u-reos(2mp))y=0 (3.4)
Stable solutions of this pair of equations correspond to transmission of ions by the
massfilter and are obtained only for certain values of m,ro, f, U and V.
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By makingthe substitutions:
re 4eU and _ d2eV
mr@ a mr
then both equations (3.4) for ‘a’ and ‘q’ can be written in the form:
dugettatae(26)a0 (3.6)
This equation is the standard form of Mathieu equation. The solutions form
the boundaries in (a, q) space between stable and unstable regions as shown in
figure 3.3. This diagram is called the a-q stability diagram for the Mathieu equation
along a single co-ordinate direction. The shaded areas result in ‘stable’ ion
trajectories where the ion displacement always remainsfinite.
 
 
Figure 3.3: Mathieu Stability Diagram
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The condition for simultaneousstability in both x and y directions therefore
can be represented as seen in Figure 3.4:
dmyo  
 
Figure 3.4: Stability in both x andy directions[1].
Figure 3.4 shows the lower stability region normally used in massfilter
operation showing iso-f lines for the x and y directions and a typical operationline.
For fixed values of ro, @, U and V all ions of the same m/e have the same operating
point (a, q) in the stability diagram. Since a/q is equal to 2U/V and does not depend
on m/e, the operating points for all ions lie on the sameline of constant a/q, passing
through the origin of the stability diagram. This is called the mass scan line, mass
sampling line or operatingline.
When a#0 only those ions with operating points lying between the
intersections of the mass scan with B,=0 and B,=1 will have stable trajectories in
both x and y directions and only those ions will pass through the filter. By
increasing the U/V ratio the massscan line approachescloser to the tip of the stable
region and only a narrow range of m/e values will be associated with stable
trajectories.
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Ions of lower mass will be unstable in x direction and ions of higher mass
unstable in y direction. The ions with unstable trajectories will strike the hyperbolic
electrodes or exit laterally from the field. The mass number corresponding to the
stable region can be changed (the mass spectrum can be scanned) by varying the
magnitudes of U and V but maintaining their ratio constant in order to maintain a
constant massresolution.
3.3 Practical operation of a QMS
Ions leaving the source enter the arrangement of 4 electrodes which
comprise the QMF(Figure 3.2). Ideally these electrodes are hyperbolic in shape but
in practice a good approximation to a hyperbolic field is provided by circular
electrodes (rods) with the correct spacing [1]. Two opposite rods have an applied
potential of (U+Vcos(at)) and the other two rods havea potential of -(U+Vcos(at)),
whereU is a de voltage and Vcos(ot) is an ac voltage of frequency f= @/27 .
The applied voltages affect the trajectories of individual ions travelling
downthe flight path centered between the four rods. For given de and ac voltages,
only ions of a certain mass-to-charge ratio pass through the rods and reach the
detector with all other ions being rejected. The arrangement thus behaves as a mass
filter with the pass band tuneable according to the values of U and V. A mass
spectrum is obtained by monitoring the ions passing through the QMFas the
voltages on the rods are varied. There are two methods: varying w and holding U
and V constant, or varying U and V (U/V)fixed for a constant o.
3.3.1 Mass range and instrumentresolution
The two important operating characteristics of a quadrupole, mass range and
mass resolution are dependent on five basic parameters. These are the length and
diameter of the rods, the maximum supply voltage to the rods, the rf supply
frequency andthe ion injection energy.
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The massrangeor rather the maximum massis given Eq.(3.7):
M, = 7TA10Vm (3.7)I%
where Vn is the rf voltage applied between adjacentrods, rp (meters) is the inscribed
radius of the rods and M,, is the maximum mass is measured in amu [1]. QMS
resolution (R) is defined as the reciprocalofthe ratio of the width of the transmitted
mass spectrum peak at a defined level of transmission (usually 5%, 10% or 50%)at
a particular mass M as shownin Figure3.5:
  
2 -é
s:
i
10% ofN T .7: >
k _ Mass (amu)
AM  
Figure 3.5: Resolution R = M/AMwhere AM is measuredat a stated % ofpeak
height (transmission) in this case 10%.
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Therelationship of resolution and mass range to the fundamental instrument
parameters is shown in Figure 3.6. The selection of mass rangesets a limit to the
resolution that can be obtained throughout the operating range.
Lensth of rods ———_——_ Resolution
Inscribed radius —_———————— Massrange
Max. available rf supply
Frequency of rf supply  Injection energy
Figure 3.6: Relationship ofQMFresolution and mass range tofundamental
instrumentparameters[1].
The finite length of the quadrupole electrodes limits the time spent by the
ions in the focussing field and hence limits the resolution that can be obtained.It is
well established that the resolution limit is governed by the number of cycles of rf
field to which ions are exposed.
A good representation of the relationship between massandresolution is [1]:
= =- NN” (3.8)
where N is the numberofcycles ofthe rf field to which the ions are exposed, AM is
the width of the peak at mass M. It has been experimentally established that n is
close to or exactly 2 and K can be assumedto be about 20 for all practical purposes.
Howeverthe precise value of K must depend upon the method used to define AM.
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In a given instrument, the number of cycles, N, and hence the limiting
resolution can be determined in terms of the following:
(1) the length of the quadrupole rods (L);
(11) the rf frequency (f); and
(111) the ion injection energy (V,)
The relationship between massand resolution can be written as[1]:
 
2M M—=0.05 3.9AM {7 A 6%)
where e is the electron charge in Coulombs, V, is the ion injection energy in
electron volts, M the atomic mass and AM are measured in kg. Assuming the above
values for K and n then we have:
 
272M__ 05f°M Or am = “0h. 3.10)AM 2eV, fi
Simplifying and expressing AM in amugives:
9am =200F, (3.11)SL
The range of values of ion injection energy is narrow in practical
instruments. The lowerlimit of the order of 2eV, cannot easily be extended because
of the difficulties of efficient injection of ions into the QMF. For a conventional
QMFthe following values are typical L=0.2m, f=2MHz, V,=SeV in which case
Egn.(3.11) can be simplified to:
AM =0.125amu (3.12)
The above equation showsthat an adequate resolution for analytical work is
possible. It is also emphasizes that neglecting second-order effects such as field
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imperfections, the minimum attainable width AM is independent of ion mass in a
given operation.
The interrelation between mass range and resolution can be found by
rearranging the terms in equation (3.7) and (3.11). Eliminating f gives the following
relationship between AMand M,,,:
_— 5701, V_M,, 3.13Ly. (3.13)AM
Clearly the peak width AM is directly proportional to M,,, which means that
in a given instrumentthe theoretical maximum resolution given by:
M,, L Vi,AM 570r°V.Z (3.14)
 
This is independentof the operating frequency.
3.4 QMSsimulation
The performance of the QMSinvestigated in this thesis was simulated by
using QMS2-Hyperbolic and QMS2-Ion programs. QMS2-Hyperbolic (QMS2-H)is
a trajectory simulation program for a hyperbolic rod quadrupole mass filter and
QMS2-Ion simulates the ion entry conditions. The input parameters to QMS2-H
are:
e QMFlength(1),
e frequency(f),
e QMEFinscribedradius(ro),
e QMFexit radius,
e nominal ion energy (E)
e ion source exit radius (Rie)
these are entered via the GUI shownin figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Graphical User Interface (GUI) for OMS2-H QOMFsimulation
program.
QMS-2H works by numerically calculating the individual ion trajectories for
a large numberofions (typically > 10’) which are injected into the QMF [2,3]. The
program uses a 4" order Runge-Kutta algorithm to numerically solve equations
(3.4) for ions injected at a given (x, y) point on the QMFentrance plane. The
injection of ions is random in space and time for a given ion source exit aperture
using QMS2 —Ion. QMS2-Ionis also able to vary the ion velocity (ie. ion speed and
direction) and thus simulate the effect of beam spread. Using the software it is
possible to model an individual mass spectrum for one gas or mass spectra from a
mixture of up to three gases at one time. For more complex gas mixtures (e.g. air)
the simulation has to be run several times. In chapter 2 the optimum dimensions
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(plate size, separation and excitation) for a miniature EI] source suitable for coupling
to a miniature QMF were determined. For best results from a miniature QMSit is
necessary also to determine the ion source exit radius for optimum operation and
this was done using QMS2-H.
This validity of this approach wasestablished by comparing the numerical
model with experimental QMSresults for helium. All the main features of the
experimental spectra including instrumentresolution and transmission with varying
ion energy were adequately simulated by the model[5].
The numerical model wasalso used to compare in detail the performance of
QMF’s with hyperbolic and circular electrodes [3,6]. The work showed that the
hyperbolic form electrodes were superior both in resolution and transmission
(sensitivity) for a given set of experimental conditions. For ions that experience
more that 60 cycles of RF excitation, the resolution is improved by a factor of 3
using hyperbolic electrodes as opposed to circular ones [6]. The simulations also
showed the ‘longtail’ on the low massside of the peak was worse for circular than
for hyperbolic electrodes, leading to improved abundancesensitivity. More recent
simulation work has examined the effect of positional errors in electrode spacing
due to tolerances in manufacturing [7]. This has been extended recently to include
the 3"stability region of QMS operation (a ~ 3.16 and q ~ 3.23) [8].
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3.4.1 Optimisation of ion source exit aperture size
The 4 plate miniature EI ion source to be optimised was described in
Chapter 2. QMS2-H wasusedto investigate the effect of the exit aperture size (Rie)
of the ion source and how it affects the resolution and transmission of the QMF.
Simulations were performed uniformly injecting 10° ions into the QMF for ion
source exit radii sizes of 0.9mm downto 0.075mm.In each case the numberof ions
used has been calculated to maintain a constant ion current density for all the
aperture sizes investigated. Figure 3.8 shows simulated mass spectra of Ar’ ions
transmitted through a miniature hyperbolic QMFfor different ion source exit radii.
Variation of Rie while maintaining constant density
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Figure 3.8: Simulated mass spectra ofAr’ ions transmitted through a miniature
hyperbolic OMF.
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Figure 3.9: Percentage transmission through the OMF asafunction ofRie/Ro
ratio.
Figure 3.9 is calculated from Figure 3.8 and shows the percentage ion
transmission as Rie/Rois varied. Figure 3.9 showsthat as Rie/Roincreases(i.e. Rie
approaches Ro) the transmission of ions through the massfilter is reduced. The
reason for this is because as Rie is increased the percentage of ions exiting the ion
source and entering the QMFcloser to the electrodes is increased. Ions closer to the
QMFelectrodes are much more likely to hit one of the electrodes and not be
transmitted. Figure 3.10 showsthe resolution at 10% of peak height calculated from
the spectra of figure 3.8. The results show that the resolution does improve for
smaller apertures, however the changeis not significant. Clearly ions injected near
the centre of the QMFhave a greater chance of successful transmission than ions
injected further from the centre.
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Figure 3.10: Resolution versus Riefor m/z = 40 spectra ofFigure 3.8.
Figure 3.11 shows the importance of having a correctly configured lens
system with the correct voltages applied to ensure a good collimated beam ofion is
produced bythe ion source.It is clear that even a small beam spread(e.g. half angle
of 12°) significantly reduces the number of ions transmitted through the filter and
therefore reduces the instrumentsensitivity.
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Figure 3.11: Effect ofbeam spread on m/z = 40 mass spectra (Ro=0.075mm).
3.5 Experimental
Two QMFhyperbolic mass filters were built, tested and then the results
were simulated using the QMS2-H program. The first QMF was a miniature
hyperbolic QMF constructed using Electro Discharge Machining (EDM) with
length 40mm and r,=0.9mm. The second was a QMFconstructed using the Digital
Light Processing (DLP) technique (described later), of length 55mm andalso
to=2mm. Both QMF’s are shownin figure 3.12.
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 Figure 3.12 (left) EDMQMF(r,=0.9mm) (right) DLP OMF(r,= 2mm)fabricated
using gold coated PMMAelectrodes in insulating PMMA housing.
Both QMFswere assembled onto standard 2.75 inch vacuum flanges with EI
ion sources (described below) to make functioning QMSinstruments. In the case of
the EDM QMSa multiplier option was available and used in addition to Faraday
cup detection. These QMSwerethen incorporated into a vacuum system pumped by
a rotary vacuum and Edwards Turbo combination (base pressure 1.5x 10°’ bar). The
same electronic control unit (ECU) was used to test both instruments. The
specifications for the ECU are given in appendix 3.1. The optimised ion source
described and simulated earlier was coupled to the miniature EDM QMF(r=
0.9mm), for the DLP QMF(1r,=2mm) a standard commercially available 2 plate ion
source was used.
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Ammeterused to
measure filament Ammeter used to
current measure emission
current on the cage Electronic control unit
Ion source + hyperbolic
massfilter
Figure 3.13 Experimentalset up usedfor testing the hyperbolic OMF.
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RF1 and RF2 Pico ammeter connection
Figure 3.14: Photos ofECU usedfor hyperbolic OMStesting (operatingfrequency
3.686 MHz). The ECU was coupled via a USB port and controlledfrom a PC.
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3.5.1 Results for EDM QMF(Ro= 0.9mm)
3.5.1.1 Coupling of miniature ion source to EDM QMF
Mass spectra were obtained for a range of ion source operating conditions
and the effect on QMSresolution and sensitivity were investigated. The experiment
was carried out using 3 different ion energies (3eV, 5eV, 7eV). The following
voltages were applied to the plates: extract potential 0 to -25V (5V increments),
focus potential: 0 to -30V (5V increments)
Figure 3.15 shows the raw data obtained from the experiment for SeV. The
full set of individual plots can be seen in appendix 3.2. It can be seen in figure 3.15
that there is a problem with baseline drift which was foundto affect all the scans.
To calculate the correct resolution and sensitivity, post processing of the raw data
was performed in Excel to correct the baseline drift and figure 3.16 shows the
corrected spectra. A facility to zero the baseline was subsequently added to the ECU
control software removing the need to perform any post processing on the recorded
data.
Argon (0V Extract) - Peak Current vs Focus Voltage
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Figure 3.15: Argon spectra (raw data) before post processing to correct baseline
drift.
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Argon(0V Extract) — Peak Current vs Focus Voltage
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Figure 3.16: Corrected spectrafor Argon obtained using the EDMhyperbolic
OMF.
Figures 3.17 and 3.18 show the resolution andsensitively for each of the 42
test voltage combinations used. This data was used to optimise the ion source
coupling to the EDM QMF,e.g. for optimum resolution -25V for the extract and
-20V for the focus is necessary.
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Sensitivity vs Extract/Focus Voltage
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Figure 3.17: Detector ion current as afunction ofion source conditions.
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Figure 3.18: OMS Resolutionfor EDMQMF asafunction ofion source conditions
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The resolutions above are quite low, since the aim of this experiment was
not to achieve the maximumresolution but instead to characterize the ion source
and observethe relative differences depending on the voltages appliedto the lenses.
3.5.1.2 Mass spectra obtained using the EDM hyperbolic QMF
Figure 3.19 shows the spectrum for a helium/air /argon gas mixture obtained
using the EDM hyperbolic QMF operated in Zone 1 of the Matthieu stability
diagram. Resolution obtained was about 30 with clear peak separation between m/z
= 28 and m/z = 32, which is typical for miniature and microengineered systems.
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Figure 3.19: Screenshotsfrom the ECUsoftwarefor helium/air/argon mixture.
Pressure = 6.67x10° mbar. Ion source conditions: extract: -15Vfocus: -10V.
Mass spectra were also obtained for Zone 3 operation of the EDM QMF.
Because of the higher AC and DC voltages required to achieved a zone 3 scan
Helium was used because of its low mass and therefore low voltage requirements.
Zone 3 spectra are known to differ from zone | in the following ways (1) higher
resolution can be achieved butat the expenseofsensitivity (ii) the instrument can be
operated at higher ion energies without significant affect on the resolution[4]. Zone
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3 is much smaller region on the stability diagram and for this reason a constant DC
scan line was used to makeit easier to find the mass spectra shownin figure 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Helium zone3 scanfor EDMhyperbolic QMF. Pressure = 9.87x1 0°
mbar, ion energy 1SeV, electrode offset voltage 0.8V, multiplier 900V, emission
current 0.9mA.
The width for the Helium peak shown in figure 3.21 was 0.35 amu and the
resolution was calculated to be 11.3. Significant is the absence of the long tail on
the low massside of the spectrum which is characteristic of zone 3 operation. As
previously for zone 1 results, a baseline drift correction was employed. This result
showsthe feasibility of operation in zone 3; further changes to the scan line are
expected to result in much higherresolutions.
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3.5.1.3 Comparison of experimental and simulated mass spectra for EDM
QMF
For single mass spectral peaksit is possible to tune the QMSsoasto obtain
best case resolution. Figure 3.22 shows the experimental mass spectrum for “’Ar*
ions obtained from the EDM QMFtuned to optimum performance. The ion source
emission current is 0.5 mA,the operating pressure is 8x10” mbar. Forthis particular
mass spectrum the ion source cage voltage and the first lens were set at 3 V, the
extract potential was -10 V, the focusing potential is at -25 V and the exit lens is
grounded. The QMF wasdriven with 63.6 V zero-to-peak RF amplitude at 3.6864
MHz. The DCscan voltage was 10.67 V. The QMFresolution at 50% of the peak
height is 90.
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Figure 3.21: Experimental mass spectrumfor Argon using the EDMhyperbolic
OMS.
Figure 3.22 shows the simulated mass spectra for “°Ar’ ions in the EDM
hyperbolic QMS. This spectrum was generated using QMS-2H with the ion source
conditions simulated using CPO to include the effect of space charge. Input
parameters for the ion source and the QMFare the same as in the experiment
(Figure 3.21). The simulated U/V ratio wasset to be 99.3% which provided the best
match to the experimental one. The average ion energy when entering the QMF,
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determined from CPO was 3.75eV with ion-to-ion space charge included within the
ion source. Ion transmission through the QMF was 38.42%. The QMFresolution at
50% of the peak height is 100 and it can be seen from Figure 3.22 that simulated
mass spectrum has a good agreement in shape with the experimental spectrum from
Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.22 Simulated mass spectrumfor *’Ar* ions in the EDMhyperbolic OMS.
3.5.2 Hyperbolic RP QMFResults
3.5.2.1 DLP QMFfabrication and assembly
The technique used for fabrication of a second hyperbolic QMFis digital
light processing (DLP). This wasinitially invented by Texas Instruments (TI) for
video applications. DLP is based on TI digital micromirror device (DMD), whichis
a MEMSsemiconductor chip that contains microscopic mirrors aligned on a matrix.
The purpose of micro mirrors is to enable precise control of the laser beams to
achieve high resolution video projection. Such DLP laser beamscanalso be used to
cut materials like PMMA (polymethyl methacrylate) and produce any 3D shape
with low fabrication errors at micro scale. DLP was used to fabricate PMMA
hyperbolic electrodes for a QMFand housing for them. The QMFelectrodes were
coated with gold by vacuum thermal evaporation to provide electrical conductivity.
The resulting surface roughness was at the nanoscale level for PMMA rods and
coating.
The advantages of DLP for QMFfabricationare:
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(1) 3D polymer structures of any shape can be made at small dimensions (micro-
scale)
and coated with metal (e.g. gold) to provide conductivity. (ii) DLP is a low cost
technology that offers good tolerances and smooth surfaces for miniature electrode
structures, which significantly reduces distortion of ion motion. (i11) DLP can be
used for making segmented structures by coating only segments that need to be
conductive and leaving the rest of the structure to be insulated. (iv) The DLP
technique also has potential for realising a fully integrated mass spectrometer with
all of its components built from a minimal numberofparts.
 
Figure 3.23: Coated and uncoated QMF rodafter DLPfabrication. The thickness
ofthe gold coating is approximately lum. Resistance ofthe conducting electrode
from one end to another is approximately 40Q.
      
Figure 3.24: Enlargedpart ofthe PMMA rod, taken by scanning electron
microscope (SEM). The surface roughness ofthe DLP rods is 1.5 yum.
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 Figure 3.25: PRO/ENGINEER CADdesign drawingfor the hyperbolic DLP QMF
showing the designfor the electrode grooves and housing and complete assembly of
the OMF with conducting and securing
3.5.2.2 Experimental results from DLP QMS
Testing of the DLP QMF was undertaken, first using RF only QMF
excitation, with an ion source extraction potential of -40V, emission current 0.6mA
and ion energies in the range 3-8eV. Theresults are shownin figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.26: RF only scanfor DLP OMF~ total ion current against ion energy
Pressure = 8x10° mbar (Helium).
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Figure 3.27 shows the detector current measured with the variation of ion
energy for RF only scans shownin figure 3.26.
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Figure 3.27: Total ion current versus ion energyfor the DLP OMF.
Asthe energy is increased moreionsare injected and of those injected more
are transmitted through the filter to the detector with consequent increase in
measured ion current. This behaviour is as expected and entirely in line with
conventional QMFoperation.
The next test was to operate the DLP QMFwith DC voltage and to observe
whether massfiltering occurs. Figure 3.28 showsthe results obtained with emission
current of 1mA andextract potential -40V for Helium gas.
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Helium 1.32x10-4 mbar — Variation of lon energy (eV)
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Figure 3.28: Variation ofion current with ion energyfor Helium spectra (DLP
OMF).
As observed for the previous RF only scans, as the ion energy in increased
there is an increase in ion transmission (peak height) and the expected widening of
the peak because the ions are moving faster through the filter and therefore
experience less RF cycles, at 8eV the peak current saturated the picoammeter which
resulted in a clipping effect. Figure 3.29 shows the peak current versus ion energy
for the data presented in figure 3.28.
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Figure 3.29: Peak Current against ion energyfor data showninfigure 3.28.
Figure 3.30 shows the performance of the DLP QMFwith pressure over the range
4x10° to 3.2 x10* mbar.
Helium — Current vs Pressure
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Figure 3.30: Ion current versus pressurefor the DLP QMS. Emission Current: 1.2
mA, ion energy. 6eV, extract Voltage: -40V.
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Current vs pressure for helium
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Figure 3.31: Ion current versus pressurefor DLP QMS.
As expected, as more of the helium gas is present more helium ions are
producedand therefore more ionsare available to enter the massfilter. The general
linear trend is seen up to 1.6x10“ mbar at which point the curve begins to saturate
possibly due to the decrease in mean free path leading to increased ion —neutral
collisions in the QMFandfewerions being transmitted.
To obtain the best possible resolution the DC/RFratio was varied from 0.04
— 0.115 and the results are shown in Figure 3.32 at a Helium pressure of 1.33x107
mbar.
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Figure 3.32: Variation ofRF/DCratio and effect on peak height and shape.
Asthe ratio is increased the resolution increases but there is a slight peak
shift along the mass scale further to the right. This shift in the mass scale would
need to be corrected in any real instrument. The DC/RFratio versus instrument
resolution is shown in Figure 3.33. A maximum resolution of 70 was the best
obtained at this pressure.
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Resolution (0.04 — 0.115) vs Ratio— Helium at 1.33x10-4 mbar
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Figure 3.33: DC/RF voltage ratio versus instrument resolutionfor DLP OMF.
As expected from the QMFtheory earlier described, as the ratio is increased
(i.e. the scan line moving further up the stability curve) the resolution also increases.
There is a corresponding decrease in ion current (transmission) and this is shown
plotted in figure 3.34.
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Figure 3.34: Decrease in ion transmission with increasing sensitivityfor DLP
OMF.
Figure 3.35(a) shows the experimental mass spectra obtained from the DLP
QMFoptimised for repeatable operation with excitation voltages of Ver of 17.66V
(peak) and Upc = 2.96V, the ion energy = 3V, extract potential -40V, emission
current 0.6mA andpressure 1.32x10* mbar. Figure 3.35(b) shows the experimental
mass spectrum for He/Ne gas mixture with 50:50 ratio, with resolution of 13 for
“He’ions and resolution of 30 for 7°Ne” ions at 50% of the peak height.
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Figure 3.35 (a) Experimental mass peakfor *He* ions with resolution of25 at
50% ofthe peak height, which is the maximum resolution achieved (b)Mass
spectrumfor He/Ne gas mixture with 50:50 ratio.
The ECUinthis case of the above spectra were operated with zero noise on
the baseline which may account for the absence of the Ne" ion (should be 2% of
peak value at m/z =20). These are not the maximum measuredresolutionsthat
could be obtained, but rather resolutions that can easily be repeated each time when
running the experiment. By improving the coating on the electrodes to increase
conductively and surface finish, the resolution can further be improved.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter the theory underlying the hyperbolic QMF has been
rehearsed. Two novel types of hyperbolic form QMF have been described (i) a
metal hyperbolic mass filter fabricated using EDM and (ii) a DLP produced mass
filter. Both QMFsare suitable for use in portable QMS systems. QMS instruments
made with both types have been realised and tested. A QMS numerical simulation
has been used to optimise ion coupling into the miniature EDM QMEFandto predict
mass spectral peak shapes in this case. The results for each novel QMFhave been
presented and explained and shown to be in line both with the theoretical
description and also with the QMSsimulation program. The DLP methodis a true
microfabrication technology and offers the potential to obtain smaller QMF
geometries than have been obtainedsofar.
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Chapter 4
Ion source design using Carbon
nanotubes
In this chapter nanotubes are investigated as a possible electron emission
sources. The main areas of investigation are how effective the nanotubes are as
electron emitters when subject to high electric fields and how they degrade over
time.
4.1 Brief History of Carbon Nanotubes
Metals, such as molybdenum, were originally used for field emission (FE)
sources [1] but problems during FE arose due to the cathode tips becoming
extremely hot and causing local melting, damaging the geometric characteristics
(sharp points) needed to create the electric field required for FE. The heating of the
metal cathodes also leads to chemical reactions with the residual gases in the
vacuum further reducing their FE capabilities [1]. The biggest problem in using
metals for FE is that the metal must be mechanically shaped in order to obtain
effective FE. These problems where solved by Sumio Jjima in 1991 [2], when he
discovered multiwalled carbon nanotubes [CNT]. A further solution was presented
two years later when he and Donald Bethune at IBM independently observedsingle-
wall nanotubes [3]. This was an idea originally devised in 1990 by Dr. Richard
Smalley who commented on the possibility of tubular ‘buckyballs’, (sixty carbon
atoms arranged in a soccerball shape, also known as Fullerene Spheres, which was
discovered in 1985), as shown in Figure 4.1 [4].
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Figure 4.1: Buckminsterfullerene Coo [9].
CNTs are created when a sheet of graphene (a single layer of graphite
atoms) is cut with the hexagons aligned parallel to the tubes circumference [5].
Whenthe width approaches 30nm it becomes more energetically favourable for this
very narrow strip of graphite to curl up into a cylinder [1]. It is easier to produce
nanotubes fromstrips which are three to eight sheets thick. This type of nanotubeis
known as a Multiwalled Nanotube (MWNT). Single Walled Nanotubes (SWNTs),
which are produced from a single sheet of graphemeare not as easy to manufacture.
However, they will be used in this project as they have been shown to be much
better field emitters compared to MWNTs[6].
MWNTSstypically have a diameter in the range of 10 to 50 nm,and a length
more than 10um, whereas SWNTsare muchthinner with a diameter of around 1.0
to 1.4nm and generally have a length of around 100um. This higher aspectratio 1s
vital for good field emission [6]. In addition to coming in SW and MW nanotubes
can also be capped or open ended. The tubes are terminated at the bottom using
hydrogento saturate the carbon dangling bonds; they can be seen in Figure 4.2. The
capped nanotubes are made up of open ended nanotube cylinders with a Fullerene
hemisphere capping the top [7]. These tubes have high aspect ratio and small radii
of curvature at their caps.
Carbon nanotubes are composedentirely of sp? bonds, similar to graphite,
these bonds are stronger than the sp’ bonds found in diamond. This bonding
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structure provides them with unique strength. The geometric characteristic of
nanotubes, together with high chemicalstability and high mechanical strength [8], is
advantageous for field electron emitters [5]. CNTs are capable of either display
metallic like conducting properties or semi conducting properties. Capped
nanotubes have been shown to have metallic like characteristics displaying almost
perfect metallic like screening of external electric fields. The field induced
polarization of electrons in the tube results in charge accumulation at the tubetips.
This contributes to an increased concentration of the external electric field around
the tip of the tube [5, 8].
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Figure 4.2: Example ofa Single Walled Nanotube. The hydrogen is shown as the
solid spheres at the end. It can be seen that the tube is capped and much longer
thanit is wide [5].
As mentioned earlier, the tubes have a high aspect ratio and as charge
concentrates at the places of greatest curvature, more charge will be foundatthe tip
or cap of the conductor, effectively concentrating the electric field [1], shown in
Figure 4.3. This is known as the field enhancement factory, which should reduce
the magnitude of the external electric field required to commence FE [5]. This is
one of the main advantages of carbon nanotubes as field emitters over metals, as
nanotubes naturally have this desired shape, whereas metals must be manufactured
to this more pointed shape.
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Figure 4.3: Concentrated charge distribution at a point comparedto uniform
charge ona surface. [1]
The current density produced by a given electric field is governed by the
Fowler-Nordheim equation:
/f ry,
7=62x10°IF62 exp 68x102 , (4.1)S+¢ ye
where ¢ is the appliedelectric field in V/zum, while ¢ and f are the work function
and energy difference between the top of the valence band and the Fermilevel,
respectively, and are both measured in eV [9]. This is a detailed equation which has
been calculated for electrons with kinetic energies in the range 0 < E< ¢ [5]. The
work function ¢ is the most important parameterin FE,as it represents the energy
needed to excite an electron from the Fermi level to the field free vacuum outside
the surface of the material, and is influenced by twofactors: the potential difference
between the state of the electron in the material and the vacuum, and the
electrostatic surface to the emitted electron, known as image potential [5]. Taking
these effects into account, equation (4.1) can be modified to:
2 2 3 43/275 154x10° (BY) ex 6.83x10°¢ (4.2)
p Ww
whereS is the fraction of the area emitting electrons, the electric field (in 4m) will
be F = W, and y is the field enhancement factor, which reflects the geometry of
the emitting area [9].
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4.2 Experimental
The nanotubes where produced using a carbon arc submerged in liquid
nitrogen andstored in xylene [10]. Before drop casting onto an aluminium plate to
cover an area of lcm’, the nanotubes are mixed with P3HT which is a regioregular
conducting polymer to help them bond with the aluminium plate being used. The
composite is produced byfirst melting the polymer Poly (3-Hexylthiophene), and
adding the xylene/nanotubesolutionto the liquid polymer. The nanotube composite
is shownin Figure 4.4.
P3HT/carbon mixture  
Figure 4.4: SEM imageofcomposite carbon nanotube and Poly (3-Hexylthiophene)
mixture, 200nm scale.
Figure 4.5 below showsthe basic setup for testing the nanotubes. It consists
of two aluminium plates: the bottom one, which is coated with carbon nanotubes
and is the emitter, and the top one, which is used to detect the emitted electrons. A
high voltage powersupply is used to supply voltages in the range of 50-1500V and
the voltage measured across the 1.8M Ohm resistor is recorded so that the emission
current can be obtained.
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Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram ofbasic test circuitfor CNTfield emission tests
The device holder used to mount the aluminium plates is shown in Figure
4.6. It consists of a thick aluminium base with an adjustable PTFE top that holds the
two plates shown in Figure 4.5 together. The coated aluminiumplate is placed on
the base of the device holder; two 0.1mm glassfibres are used as spacers; a second
aluminiumplate is placed on top ofthe fibres and clamped down with the PTFE top
to ensure nO movement can occur.
Extemal anode comection
Tightening Screws
Aluminium onglass slide
Glass Fibres
Metal base contact
 
Figure 4.6: Device holderfor CNT FEtests
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Before results can be taken, the two plate assembly is placed into a vacuum
chamber, and using a rotary and turbo molecular pump, a pressure of 8x10° mbaris
achieved. Figure 4.7 shows a photograph of the experimental apparatus consisting
of the vacuum chamber, power supply, multimeteretc.
Turbo Pump
Multimeter
   
 
__——— Pressure Gauge
__-— Vacuum Chamber
Power Source
Figure 4.7: Test apparatus including power supply, multimeter, and pressure
gauge.
4.3 Results
The initial emission tests were unsuccessful since the nanotubes did not
bond well to the aluminium plate. As a result, once the applied voltage of around
300V wasapplied, the nanotubes were dislodged from the plate and were attracted
to glass fibres, which resulted in a shortcircuit between the twoplates.
A new composite nanotube mixture was produced to improve the bonding
between the nanotubes and the aluminiumplate. This solved the bonding issue and
a few tests were done to ensure the nanotubes were emitting. The next step was to
use a laptop running the LabVIEW,a software package to automatically ramp the
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voltage in fixed steps and record the reading from the digital multimeter. The
schematic diagram for this experimental setup is shown in Figure 4.8.
 
 Test instruments are GPIB
controlled by computer PC
running LabVIEW
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Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram oftest setup.
LabVIEWis a programming environment in which programsare created by
manipulating graphical objects. This approach differs from traditional programs
which use code written in text, on a line-by-line basis. Traditional programs involve
data being acted upon by a sequence of program instructions. LabVIEW, however,
operates on a principle of ‘dataflow’ whereby data can be seen to flow pictorially
along the connections made between objects in a block diagram. LabVIEW [11]
wasoriginally developed by National Instruments around the 1980’s specifically for
data acquisition and instrumentcontrol.
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A powerful aspect of this approach is that a Virtual Instrument could be
customised to satisfy the specific requirements of any measurement system. Front
panels can be created with dials, controls and indicators etc, all designed with a
particular function in mind. Each adjustment of a control using ‘mouse and
keyboard’ will have a real effect on a corresponding valve, sensor or item oftest
equipment within an actual system.
Figure 4.9 below showsthe functions responsible for incrementing the high
voltage power supply andrecording the data from the digital multimeter. The actual
interface that allows the user to control the start and end voltages (GUI) as well as
the sweep rate and step voltage can be seen in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.9: Block Diagram ofLabVIEW modelfor controlling the high voltage
source anddigital multimeter.
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 Figure 4.10: LabVIEW GUIfor stepping the high voltage source
Theresults of the FE tests from the CNTsare shownin figures 4.11 to 4.17
below. The LabVIEW software was setup to increment the voltage by SV every 10
seconds; the following data was obtained using thesesettings.
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Figure 4.11: First run, applied voltage 400-1150V.
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Figure 4.13: Third run, applied voltage 900-1660V
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Figure 4.12: Second run, applied voltage 400-1555V.  
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Figure 4.15: Fifth run, applied voltage 900-1480V
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Figure 4.14: Fourth run, applied voltage 900-1520V
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Figure 4.16: Sixth run, applied voltage 900-1675V
After the first few runs, the nanotubes were conditioned and the emission
from them was much morelinear over the tested voltage range. This can be seen in
Figures 4.13-4.16. The peak emission current also increased from 6uA to around
40uA. This level of electron emission current is comparable to that obtained from a
hot filament EI source at low emission (typically 10uA up to 100uA)
The results of the last test, shown in Figure 4.17, involved running the
nanotubes with a constant voltage applied and monitoring their emission to see how
stable they are over time and how theydegrade.
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Figure 4.17: Results and stability test
As can be seen from Figure 4.17, there are a numberof significant drops in
emission. This implies that to be of any practical commercial use on long term
basis, a feedback system would need to be used to monitor the emission of the
nanotubesand adjust the applied voltage to compensate andstabilize the output.
4.4 Conclusions
Successful tests where carried out using a composite nanotube mixture
which consisted of nanotubes and a polymer called Poly (3-Hexylthiophene). An
emission current of 40uA was achieved which would besuitable for an ion source.
The nanotubes produced by the method described in this thesis are of
variable dimensions (width and height) as shownin fig 4.4. Clearly the initiation of
current flow from a nanotube ‘forest’ will occur from those nanotubes which are
longer and closer to the anode, since in these cases the voltage required to produce
the onset of field emission is lower. However as time progresses those nanotubes
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first responsible for current flow will ‘burn out’ and emission from them will cease.
A higher voltage is required to produce the same field from physically shorter
nanotubes since the tips of these are further from the anode. There are however a
greater number of these shorter nanotubes so the total current from the nanotube
‘forest’ is greater as time progresses. As with electron emission from sharp metallic
tips the tip profile can degrade with time whichresults in a field reduction at the tip
with consequent reduction in current. This effect (tip degradation) is more
pronounced at higher pressures possibly due to reaction of the nanotube tips with
excited chemical species in the vacuum ambient.
Due to the stability issues that were experienced, it is clear that further
research and development work needs to be carried out before nanotubes could be
used as a viable commercial alternative to other ionisation methods. In particular,
further work needs to be done to investigate methods of extending the life of the
nanotubesand to look at the most efficient method of producing and extracting ions
created using the nanotube source. A possible approach would be use an existing
electron impact ion source arrangement whereby the wire mesh cage would be
enclosed by another cylinder having the interior coated with carbon nanotubes. In
this arrangement the field applied between the cage (anode) and nanotube coated
cylinder (cathode) will result in acceleration of electrons into the cage region and
cause ion generation.
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Chapter 5
Application Studies using a portable
QMS
5.1 Investigation using a portable QMS method for detecting
Helicobacter pylori
Helicobacter pylori is a gram-negative, microaerophilic bactertum that
inhabits various areas of the stomach and duodenum.It causes a chronic low-level
inflammation of the stomach lining and is strongly linked to the development of
duodenaland gastric ulcers and stomachcancer[1 ].
The diagnosis of infection is usually made by checking for dyspeptic
symptoms and by tests which can indicate H. pylori infection. One can test
noninvasively for H. pylori infection with a blood antibody test, stool antigen test,
or with the carbon urea breath test (in which the patient drinks 14C- or 13C-labelled
urea, which the bacterium metabolizes, producing labelled carbon dioxide that can
be detected in the breath) [2]. However, the most reliable method for detecting H.
pylori infection is a biopsy check during endoscopy with a rapid ureasetest,
histological examination, and microbial culture. None of the test methods is
completely failsafe. Even biopsy is dependent on the location of the biopsy. Blood
antibody tests, for example, range from 76% to 84% sensitivity. Some drugs can
affect H. pylori urease activity and give false negatives with the urea-basedtests[3].
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There are two different forms of urea and different instrumentation is
required for each: carbon-14 is normally measuredbyscintillation and carbon-13 by
isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS)[4].
In the urease breath test, patients swallow urea labelled with an uncommon
isotope, either radioactive carbon-14 or non-radioactive carbon-13. In the
subsequent 10-30 minutes, the detection of isotope-labelled carbon dioxide in
exhaled breath indicates that the urea was split. This indicates that urease (the
enzymethat H. pylori uses to metabolize urea) is present in the stomach and hence
that H. pylori bacteria are present [4]. Antibiotic treatments for removal of the
H.Pylori bacteria are relatively simple and cheap once diagnosis is confirmed via
the ureasetest.
5.1 Experimental
A portable QMS system with a triple filter, closed ion source and heated
capillary inlet (MKS Cirrus [5]) was used to identify patients with Helicobacter
pylori using the non-invasive carbon-13 Urea breath test. The following tests were
conducted upon a numberof patients at the Royal Liverpool University Hospital
over a period of 4 months from August 2007. Samples of patient breath were
collected in gas sample bags [6]. CEL Scientific Tedlar gas sampling bags are made
of2mm PVF(Tedlar) film as shown in Figure 5.1(a):
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Figure 5.1 Tedlar gas sampling bag usedfor OMSurease breath testing(a, upper)
and OMSoutput ofanalysis takenfrom patient breath samples using the MKS
Cirrus portable QMS system (linear scale) (b,lower).
Tedlar is tough, durable, and considered chemically inert to a wide range of
compounds. Tedlar bags are used for indoor air sampling, breath sampling,
hazardous waste sites, leaking underground storage tanks, stack sampling, soil gas
sampling, gas blending, calibration test standards and most other gas sampling
needs. Samples of patient breath can conveniently be taken in 0.5 litre bags fitted
with a polypropylene inlet. Gas from the bags was sampled by inserting the QMS
capillary.
Figure 5.1(b) above shows a mass spectrum of exhaled patient breath taken
from one of the sample bags. The main area ofinterest is in the mass range from 40
to 45. Peaks at m/z =44 and m/z= 45 correspond to exhaled carbon dioxide with
carbon 12 and 13 isotopes present respectively. On this linear graph, the
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concentration of mass 45 is too low compared to the other spectra to be seen,
however, by using a log plot as shownin Figure 5.2, a peak at m/z = 45 can be seen.
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Figure 5.2: QMSspectralpeaks at m/z 44 and 45 corresponding to '*CO and
d0, log scale.
5.1.1 Sampling procedure followed (at RLUH hospital)
(1) Patient provides a baseline breath sample (pre-bag).
(ii) Patient given a ureatablet.
(iii) After 30 minutes the patient gives a second breath sample (post-bag).
5.1.2 Sampling procedure in the QMSlaboratory
The breath samples were received from the hospital at random intervals
(usually a few days), depending on when they where able to collect the samples
from patents. Using the MKS Cirrus QMSsystem, the following procedure was
used to obtain the mass spectrum that is later analysed:
(1) First the baseline sample bag (pre-Urea tablet) was connected to the
capillary inlet of the mass spectrometer. Once connected the bag valve was opened
and 10 seconds allowedto elapse before recording the sample data, this ensures the
sample has passed through the capillary inlet and has reached the mass
spectrometer.
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(11) The mass spectrometer was configured to take six consecutive scans of the
sample bag. These six scans were combined and averaged, this was to reduce the
effect of any minorvariations in the peak height that occur while scanning samples.
(111) Once the data has been recorded the value on the sample bag is closed and
the bag removedfrom thecapillary inlet.
(iv) Steps 1-3 are then repeated for the post bag.
(v) The next step is to use a MATLABscript [7] to compare the pre and post
data and calculate the percentage change between mass 44 and 45 for the pre and
post bags and therefore determine if a patient has Helicobacter pylori. The
MATLABsource code is shown in Appendix 5.1
5.1.3 Explanation of MATLABscript
(1) Determine the maximum spectral height of m/z = 44 and m/z = 45 for a single
pre-bag sampled 6 times.
(11) Calculate the ratio mass 44 / mass 45.
(111) Determine the mean value of the m(44)/m(45) pre-bag ratios.
(iv) Repeat steps 1,2 and 3 for the post-bag ratio results.
(v) Comparepre andpostratios to give diagnosis:
If [Post-ratio/Pre-Ratio]> 0.03 then a positive diagnosis is assumed (H-Pylori
present)
If [Post-ratio/Pre-Ratio] < 0.03 then a negative diagnosis is assumed (H-Pylori
absent)
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Figures 5.3 and 5.4 below showa single scan from the pre and post bags for Patient
4.
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Figure 5.3: Patient 4- pre bag sample (before taking Urea tablet).
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Figure 5.4: Patient 4 - post bag sample (30 minutes after taking Urea tablet)
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Figure 5.5: Superimposedspectra ofpre andpost sample bagsfor patient4.
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Figure 5.5 showsthe pre and post breath samples superimposed.In this case,
there is a 3.3% increasein the ratio of the peak heights for the m/z =44 and m/z =45
i.e. (m/z=44/ m/z=45 > 0.03) after taking the urea tablet, therefore, by the criteria
given in 5.1.3, a positive diagnosis (presence of H pylori in the stomach) is
assumed. The patient has the symptomsofa duodenal and/orgastric ulcer.
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 below show single scan from the pre and post bags for
anotherpatient (Patient 5).
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Figure 5.6: Patient 5 pre sample before taking Urea tablet.
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Figure 5.7: Patient 5 post sample, 30 minutes after taking Urea tablet.
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Figure 5.8: Superimposed spectra ofpre andpost sample bagsforpatient5.
Figure 5.8 showsthe pre and post samples superimposed.In this case, there
is a 1.5% increase for the mass 44/45 ratio after taking the urea tablet, therefore, by
the criteria of 5.1.3 above, a negative diagnosis is assumed. The patient is not
showing symptomsofa gastric or duodenalulcer. A full set of results for the patient
trials can be seen in Table 1 compared with the results obtained using the
conventional H-Pylori breath test method (Table 1, final column ‘termed hospital’
result). In the conventional method (hospital result) samples of patient breath are
sent in test tubes off-site through the post to a central laboratory elsewhere in the
UK for analysis on a large magnetic sector mass spectrometer. Results are made
available to the clinicians between 2 and 3 weeksafter the tests on the patient. If
positive, this normally necessitates another visit to the hospital by the patient. In the
case of the results listed in Table 1, these bags were tested in the laboratory as soon
as they were obtained from the hospital.
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Date tested - First Percentage
Patient Run change OurResult Hospitalresult
1 Ist August 2007 2.3805 negative negative
2 Ist August 2.6119 negative negative
3 4th August -0.27153 negative negative
4 4th August 3.3088 positive positive
S 4th August 1. S157 negative negative
6 14th August -0.41268 negative negative
a 14th August 3.2864 positive negative
8 14th August -0.6307 negative negative
9 14th August 5.0282 positive negative
10 23rd August -7.4317 negative negative
11 23rd August -1.3585 negative negative
2 23rd August -1.392 negative negative
13 23rd August 1.7658 negative negative
14 14th August -1.4281 negative negative
15 28th November 0.90435 negative negative
16 28th November 0.057905 negative positive
17 28th November -6.1336 negative negative
18 28th November 1.2009 negative negative    
Table 1: Results obtained on the same date as the breath sample bags were received
from the RLUH.
In principle, with a QMSinstrument present in the patient clinic at the
RLUH, the QMStests could be carried out on the same day with a consequent
saving in time between test and diagnosis. The table shows that out of 18 patient
cases considered, 15 agree with hospital results with 2 false positives and 1 false
negative. False positive diagnosis may be dueto a greater sensitivity obtained using
the QMS method compared to the conventional method.
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Date tested - Percentage
Patient Second Run change Our Result Hospital result
1 30th of November 0.1687 negative negative
2 30th of November| -6.2098 negative negative
3 30th of November| 10.191 positive negative
4 30th ofNovember 9.4424 positive positive
5 30th of November| -0.0367 negative negative
6 30th of November| -3.1568 negative negative
7 30th ofNovember -0.95781 negative negative
8 30th ofNovember -4.9903 negative negative
9 30th ofNovember -10.592 negative negative
10 30th ofNovember -32.116 negative negative
11 30th of November| -2.3588 negative negative
12 30th of November 0.008042 negative negative
13 30th of November 7.0914 positive negative
14 30th ofNovember 0.09228 negative negative
15 30th ofNovember 2.4801 negative negative
16 30th ofNovember 7.0488 positive positive
17 30th of November| 2.3903 negative negative
18 30th ofNovember 2.0653 negative negative     
Table 2: Results ofretesting all the sample bags at the end ofthe initialtrial period.
The results obtained during the second test run producedslightly different
results with 16 out the 18 cases agree with the hospital with 2 false positives. This
indicates that the methodology employed is robust and that the breath samples
remain largely stable with time, though notin every single case.
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5.2 Conclusions
The results of these experiments show that it is possible to use a portable
QMSsystem in the field of residual gas analysis to detect the presence of H-Pylori
via the urease breath test. The definite prospect thus emerges of patient testing ‘on
the spot’ with positively diagnosed patients able to take their antibiotic treatment
homewith them on the same dayastheir urease breath test. This allows consequent
saving in clinician time (no need for a secondpatient visit) and often less chance of
sample confusion that sometimes occurs when samples are sent through the post for
centralised analysis elsewhere.
Specificity (Sp) for a diagnostic test may be definedas:
Sp = numberof True Negatives
number of True Negatives + number of False Positives
 
The usual method of implementing the Urease breath test is by sending
samples away for MS analysis using isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS) [8]
which commonly uses magnetic sector instrumentation. The reported specificity of
the conventional (IRMS) breath test is 93% [9]. The specificity of the QMS based
urease breath test from the results in table 1 was 87.5 which compares well with that
reported [9]. The numberpatients testing positive for HBP was low since in this
batch of trials the patients had already undergone treatment. Therefore it was not
possible to obtain reliable estimates of sensitivity since the sample size was too low.
The Negative Predictive Value (NPV) of a diagnostic test is the proportion
of patients with negative test results who are correctly diagnosed andis defined as:
numberofTrue Negatives
numberofTrue Negatives + numberof False Negatives NPV =
The negative predictive value using the QMS was 93.3 which is high. Positive
predictive values could not be obtained for the reasons given previously.
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The QMSversion of the urease test described in this chapter does however
necessitate the use of an accurate QMS system (e.g. triple filter QMS) with
resolution and sensitivity greater than that usually obtained with microengineered
versions. Using the QMS method, the diagnosis was found to agree with that
obtained by the usual hospital method for 83.3% of the time. These results indicate
QMScould be a viable alternative for the detections of Helicobacter pylori.
However, a wider study with more patient trials is needed to verify these initial
results.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and_ suggestions for
further work
The development of mass spectrometers has advanced rapidly in the last
decade of years with a focus on building instruments that can be made portable
whilst maintaining good performance. To achieve this, miniaturisation of mass
spectrometer component parts has been pursued, especially in the case of mass
analysers. The reduction in size of analysers offers several advantages:
1. Lower manufacturing costs because the implementation technologies that are
being used offer mass production not only for separate components,but also for
complete devices.
2. Operation at higher pressures due to shorter length of the ion meanfree path.
3. Usage of less robust and less expensive vacuum systems due to smaller device
size and higher pressure operation.
4. Lower power consumption with possibility to operate with low power battery
since lower electrode voltages are needed to generate the required electric
fields.
5. Potential for the whole mass spectrometry system being portable and/or
mounted on autonomousvehicles (e.g. for underwater MS).
The above advantageswill further increase the number of mass spectrometry
applications, particularly for ‘in the field’ RGA applications such as instant medical
diagnosis, water and environmental analysis and detection of oil, natural gas, and
explosives.
ifZ
Miniaturization of mass spectrometers is often done by using
microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) technology, which is mainly based on
semiconductor processing technologies and with metal and dielectric deposition.
Howeverit is difficult to produce the ideal hyperbolic form QMSelectrodes using
these methods. Two novel types of hyperbolic form QMFhavebeen described: (i)
a metal hyperbolic massfilter fabricated using EDM and (ii) a DLP produced mass
filter. Both QMFsare suitable for use in portable QMS systems. QMSinstruments
made with both types have been realised and tested. The EDM formed QMF
performed well and a numberof tests were carried out using different ion energies
(3eV, SeV, and 7eV) and different voltages applied to the extract and focus plates to
achieve the optimal resolution, -25V for the extract and -20V for the focus was
found to provide optimalresults.
Analternative novel approach for QMS miniaturisation was proposed using
rapid prototyping techniques. DLP has also been used to fabricate hyperbolic form
electrodes in PMMA for both a QMFand the housing. The QMFelectrodes were
coated with gold by thermal evaporation to provide low electrical conductivity and
yet maintain nanoscale surface roughness. Mass spectra have been obtained using
this approach and show good agreement with theoretically simulated mass spectra
predicted by our model (QMS2-H).
Two commercially obtained software suites, SIMION and CPO were
compared to determine which one would besuitable for the simulation of RGA
QMSion sources. Both packages performed well and produced similar results but
SIMION wasboth easier to use and faster providing simulated ion trajectories in
minutes rather than hours. The results subsequently obtained using SIMIONfor the
4 plate ion source show that greater control over the beam collimation and as a
result improved the extraction efficiency.
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Successful tests were carried out using a composite nanotube mixture, which
consisted of nanotubes and a polymer called Poly (3-Hexylthiophene). Electron
emission currents up to 40uA were achieved, which renderthis material suitable for
use as a cold cathode ion source. Future work that would need to be carried out
before nanotubes would be a viable alternative is to investigate the stability issues
that were experienced and also to look at methods of extending the life of the
nanotubes. Further work needs to be done to investigate the most efficient method
of producing and extracting ions created using the nanotube arrangement.
Successful patient trials were carried out using a portable QMSsystem to
detect the presence of H-Pylori via the urease breath test. A novel methodology for
H-Pylori detection was implemented. The tests were conducted on a number of
patients at the Royal Liverpool University Hospital over a period of 4-month period.
The results obtained using the QMSagreed with the hospital results 83.3% of the
time, indicating that this approach using a portable QMS could be a viable
alternative to the conventional method of using a centralised testing facility. More
tests are required with larger patient sample to determine specificity and accuracy of
diagnosis and this is recommended as an avenue for future research. A
commercially available QMS wasused for the patient trials since the sensitivity of
the DLP and EDM QMSsystems were not adequate. However with future
improvements to these systems (e.g. by the use of a prefilter and /or higher
frequency RF excitation, and/or better detection), it would be possible to increase
the performance of these novel miniature hyperbolic QMS instruments and thus
deploy them for H-pylori detection and/or other medical applications.
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Appendices
Appendix 2.1 —- MATLABsourcecode used to determine Jon secular
frequencies
clear
filename = 'ENDCAPTRAP.txt'
a
% Extract data
a
XYZTData=load(filename);
datapoints = size(XYZTData,1);
x=XYZTData(1:datapoints,1);
y=XYZTData(1:datapoints,2);
z=XYZTData(1:datapoints,3);
t=XYZTData(1 :datapoints,4)*1e-3; % to convert from miliseconds to seconds
0(========S>>>=
0(========S>>>>=
% Process Data
===>SSSS==
% FREQUENCY AXIS
a
half_datapoints = floor(datapoints/2)
samplingtime = abs( mean( t(1:datapoints-1) - t(2:datapoints) ) );
samplingfreq = 1/sampling_time;
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f= samplingfreq * (O:half_datapoints-1)/datapoints;
% FFT
of.
fft_x = fft(x,datapoints);
fft_y = fft(y,datapoints);
“%fft_r = fft(r,datapoints);
fft_z = fft(z,datapoints);
% POWER
Of_-----
Pfft_x = fft_x.* conj(fft_x) / datapoints;
Pfft_y = fft_y.* conj(fft_y) / datapoints;
%Pfft_r = fft_r.* conj(fft_r) / datapoints;
Pfft_z = fft_z.* conj(fft_z) / datapoints;
=========
0=)=======S==>=
% Draw graphs
j=====SS==S==
eminem
% X - Frequency plot
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(f/(1e+6),20*log10(Pfft_x(1:half_datapoints)))
%axis([0 20 -180 70])
%title(""Power" spectrum ofX,Y position’)
xlabel('Radial (X,Y) frequencies (MHz)')
ylabel('Power spectrum’)
Ofee
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% Y - Frequency plot
“figure
“%subplot(2,1,2)
Yplot(f/(1e+6),20*log10(Pfft_y(1:half_datapoints)))
%axis([0 10 -175 75])
“%title(""Power" spectrum ofX,Y position’)
%xlabel('Radial (X,Y) frequencies (MHz)')
%ylabel('Power spectrum’)
Of)nnnnnnnnnn
% Z - Frequency plot
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(f/(1e+6),20*log10(Pfft_z(1:half_datapoints)))
%axis([0 40 -190 70])
%title(""Power" spectrum of Z position’)
xlabel(‘Axial (Z) frequencies (MHz)')
ylabel(‘Power spectrum’)
Of
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Appendix 2.3
 
 
 
Figure 1: SIMIONoutput showing ion trajectories (rays) and beam profilefor
Index Number 1 of Table 2.2 (Cage = 0.1mm, Extract] = 0.1mm, Extract2 =
0.1mm, Earth = 0.1mm) with potentials: Cage = +5VExtract 1 = +4VExtract 2 =
-40V
 
  
    
Figure 2: SIMION output showing ion trajectories (rays) and beam profilefor
Index Number2 ofTable 2.2 (Cage = 0.1mm, Extract] = 0.1mm, Extract2 =
0.1mm, Earth = 0.4mm) with potentials: Cage = +5VExtract 1 = +4VExtract 2 =
-40V
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Figure 3: SIMION output showingion trajectories (rays) and beam profilefor
Index Number 3 of Table 2.2 (Cage = 0.1mm, Extract] = 0.1mm, Extract2 =
0.1mm, Earth = 0.8mm) with potentials: Cage = +5VExtract 1 = +4VExtract 2 =
-40V
 
    
Figure 4: SIMIONoutput showing ion trajectories (rays) and beamprofilefor
Index Number4 ofTable 2.2 (Cage = 0.1mm, Extract] = 0.1mm, Extract2 =
0.4mm, Earth = 0.1mm) with potentials: Cage = +5VExtract 1 = +4VExtract 2 =
-40V
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Figure 5: SIMION output showing ion trajectories (rays) and beam profilefor
Index Number 5 of Table 2.2 (Cage = 0.1mm, Extract] = 0.1mm, Extract2 =
0.8mm, Earth = 0.1mm) with potentials: Cage = +5VExtract 1 = +4VExtract 2 =
-40V
 
 
 
   
Figure 6: SIMIONoutput showingion trajectories (rays) and beam profilefor
Index Number6 ofTable 2.2 (Cage = 0.1mm, Extractl = 0.4mm, Extract2 =
0.1mm, Earth = 0.1mm) with potentials: Cage = +5VExtract 1 = +4VExtract 2 =
-40V
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Figure 6: SIMIONoutput showingion trajectories (rays) and beam profilefor
Index Number7 ofTable 2.2 (Cage = 0.1mm, Extractl = 0.8mm, Extract2 =
0.1mm, Earth = 0.1mm) with potentials: Cage = +5VExtract 1 = +4VExtract 2 =
-40V
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Appendix 3.1 - Specifications for QMS drive ECU and software
1. Massfilter RF and DC drive voltage: U(t) + V(t) where U is a variable DC
(Ramp) voltage U(t) = Upc t and V is a variable amplitude RF voltage V(t) =
Ver cos wt
V should be a clean sine wave (no excessive harmonics) at frequency fixed
in the range f = 6 to 7MHz..
Variable U/V ratio adjustable in 2 operating zones:
Zone 1: Umax /Vmax = 0 to 0.35, U = 0 to +10V, Vinax = 60V peak to peak
(mass range to 200 amu);
Zone 2: Umax /Wmax = 0.45 to 1.05, U = 0 to +10V, Vinax = 20V peak to peak
(mass range to 65 amu, but with high resolution),
U - Vcosat and its antiphase -U + Vcosatare supplied to alternate pairs of
electrodes in a quadrupole arrangement.
Impedanceto be driven mostly capacitive (electrode to ground) in range 20-
200pF
Drive voltage to be controlled by a 0-10V DC control voltage ramp so that
Veris swept from 0 to Vinax in about 200 seconds (programmable)
Adjustable V offset 0-2V DC (i.e. V does not have to start from OV) in
100mV steps. Adjustable electrode bias —5 to +5V DCto all electrodes in
1V steps
Ion source controller
Voltage on filament — 65 to —70V (i.e 5V droppedacross filament)
Filament current 0 -3A DC
Filament electron emission current stable and controllable in range 0.01mA
—5mAin steps (0.01, 0.1, 1 , 2, 5 mA) with overcurrent protection limit
Cage voltage Vc = 0 — 20V +ve DC (provides current return path for
filament emission current monitoring) in 10 steps
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Focus voltage Vfl = 0- 20V +ve DC (no current) in 10 steps
Focus voltage Vf2 = 0- 150V —ve DC (no current) in 10 steps
. Detector
Picoammeter capable of detecting ion currents down to 0.01pA supplied to
PC
via 16 bit ADC
Multiplier output 0, +500V, +750V, +1000V, +1250V, +1500V DC voltage
(no current)
Software
All the above to be software controllable via a USB link to a PC.
. Packaging
To be mounted in a screened metal enclosure on a 3” vacuum flange with
attention given to ensure zero interference of picoammeter signal and RF
drive voltages (important): example to be made available to copy.
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Appendix 3.2 — Plots for 4 plate Ion source characterization.
5eV plots
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Appendix 5.1 - MATLABsourcecode for HBPtest.
format short g;
curDir=cd
% loadthefile file
DefaultPath = [ cd '\*.txt'];
[name, path] = uigetfile(DefaultPath,'Load Pre-tablet sample *.txt ');
fullName= fullfile(path, name); % Full file name including extension
[path, name,ext, version] = fileparts(fullName);
baseName= fullfile(path, [name'.txt']);
[data] = textread(baseName,'%n','delimiter',",'headerlines',2);
datal=data(1:176);
data2=data(177:352);
data3=data(353:528);
data4=data(529:704);
data5=data(705:880);
data6=data(88 1:1056);
maxdata44=[ max(datal(85:95)), max(data2(85:95)),
max(data3(85:95)),max(data4(85:95)),max(data5S(85:95)),max(data6(85:95)),];
results(1,1)=mean(maxdata44);
results(1,2)= std(maxdata44);
maxdata45=[ max(datal(101:111)), max(data2(101:111)),
max(data3(101:111)),max(data4(101:111)),max(data5(101:111)),max(data6(101:11
1)) |;
results(1,3)=mean(maxdata45);
results(1,4)= std(maxdata45);
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if (results(1,2)/results(1,1)) > 0.1
disp('Signal Variation! >10% withinset')
else
end
for icount=1 :length(maxdata44)
ratio | (icount)=maxdata45(icount)/maxdata44(icount);
end
results(1,5)=mean(ratio1)
VWLVVVV0%0%0%0%0%0%%%%0%0%0%%V0%0%0%%%%%0%0V0%0%%000V0%0%0%0V0V0
PWWVWVL%V%%%%%%%%%%%%%0%%%%%0%%0%%V0%0%0YoYo
% loadthe file file%o- post tablet +30 minutes
WWVWVV%VL%%%%0V0%%VVVVVVV0%V0%V0%V0VVYYV0V%0V0YoYoYoo
WWAWVWVVV%VVV%VL%%%%%%VV%0%V0%V0%000%YoYo
% loadthefile file
DefaultPath = [ cd '\*.txt'];
[name, path] = uigetfile(DefaultPath,'Load POST-tablet sample *.txt ');
fullName= fullfile(path, name); % Full file name including extension
[path, name,ext, version] = fileparts(fullName);
baseName = fullfile(path, [name'.txt']);
[datab] = textread(baseName,'%n','delimiter',",'headerlines',2);
datapost1=datab(1:176);
datapost2=datab(177:352);
datapost3=datab(353:528);
datapost4=datab(529:704);
datapost5=datab(705:880);
datapost6=datab(881:1056);
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maxdata44post=[ max(datapost1(85:95)), max(datapost2(85:95)),
max(datapost3(85:95)),max(datapost4(85:95)),max(datapost5(85:95)),max(datapost
6(85:95)), J;
>
maxdata4Spost=[ max(datapost1(101:111)), max(datapost2(101:111)),
max(datapost3(101:111)),max(datapost4(101:111)),max(datapost5(101:111)),max(d
atapost6(101:111)) J;
results(2, 1)=mean(maxdata44post);
results(2,2)= std(maxdata44post);
results(2,3)=mean(maxdata45post);
results(2,4)= std(maxdata45post);
if (results(2,2)/results(2,1)) > 0.1
disp(‘Signal Variation! >10% within set')
else
end
for icount=1 :length(maxdata44)
ratio 1 (icount)=maxdata45post(icount)/maxdata44post(icount);
end
results(2,5)=mean(ratio1);
disp ('mean 44 std dev mean45 std dev 44/45')
results
disp(‘pecentage increase')
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percent_change=(results(2,5)/results(1,5)*100)-100
masses;
offset=0;%1e-10 % prevents negative values in Log plot
figure(151);
hold on;
“semilogy(mass_scale,datal+offset,'g-';mass_scale,data2+offset,'g-
'smass_scale,data3+offset,'g-',);
semilogy(mass_scale,datal/maxdata44(1),'g-';mass_scale,data2/maxdata44(2),'g-
"ymass_scale,data3/maxdata44(3),'g-'mass_scale,data4/maxdata44(4),'g-
"ymass_scale,data5/maxdata44(5),'g-':mass_scale,data6/maxdata44(6),'g-');
Yosemilogy(mass_scale,datapost1+offset,'r-',mass_scale,datapost2+offset, 'r-
',mass_scale,datapost3+offset,'r-');
semilogy(mass_scale,datapost1/maxdata44post(1),'r-
"ymass_scale,datapost2/maxdata44post(2),'r-
",mass_scale,datapost3/maxdata44post(3),'r-
"mass_scale,datapost4/maxdata44post(4),'r-
"ymass_scale,datapost5/maxdata44post(5),'r-
'mass_scale,datapost6/maxdata44post(6),'r-');
H=title('Pre (green) Post-(red) Tablet Data’);
x1=xlabel('mass scale m/z’);
x2=ylabel(‘signal intensity A');
figure(3);
plot(1:176,datal/maxdata44(1),'g-',1:176,data2/maxdata44(2),'g-
',1:176,data3/maxdata44(3),'g-', 1:176,data4/maxdata44(4),'g-
',1:176,data5/maxdata44(5),'g-', 1:176,data6/maxdata44(6),'g-');
H=title(‘check sampling position mass 44=89 and mass 45=105');
figure(151);
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